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got your dj directory?
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• All the essential music business contacts Specialist Import Shops
Record Companies
Equipment Hire Dealers
DJ Employment Agencies
• A guide to mixing
• How to get on record company mailing lists
• Setting up your own 'bedroom' studio
• Plus much much more
INCLUDING
•The BPM Directory
Featuring thousands of dancefloor hits from
the past 12 years BPM'd
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Expertly compiled by

11111!11II 11111ImmII
for the professional
DJ of the Nineties
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OR BY PHONE 071-921 5900 EXTN 5798
- - -x - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TO REGISTER YOUR ORDER JUST FILL IN THE DETAILS BELOW AND RETURN THIS COUPON TO:
THE DJ DIRECTORY
RECORD MIRROR,
PUNCH PUBLICATIONS LTD, FREEPOST
LONDON SE1 9UT (NO STAMP IS REQUIRED - UK ONLY)
PLEASE SEND ME. ....................... COPY(IES) OF THE DJ DIRECTORY @
UNITED KINGDOM - £11.45 EACH (INCLUSIVE OF £1.50 POSTAGE AND PACKING)
EUROPE-£11 .95 EACH (INCLUSIVE OF.£2.00 POSTAGE AND PACKING)
REST OF WORLD-£12.95 EACH (INCLUSIVE OF £3.00 POSTAGE AND PACKING)
NAME ........................................................................................................................................................................ ......... ••·····················•·························
ADDRESS ...................................................... ........................................................................................................................... ......................................... ..
........................................................................................................

POSTCODE

........................................................................................................

I ENCLOSE MY CHEQUE FOR£....................... MADE PAYABLE TO PUNCH PUBLICATIONS LTD
PLEASE CHARGE£........................ TO MY ACCESS/VISA/AMEX

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

CARD NO.
EXPIRY DATE ......................................................................................................................................................... ......................................................
SIGNATURE ......... ........................................................................................... DATE .......................................... ··•·················• ··························~······
PLEASE ALLOW28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY (OFFER SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY)
ALTERNATIVELY YOU CAN TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER ON: 071 921-5900 AND ASK FOR EXTENSION 5798
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BOY GEORGE As part of Culture Club, Boy
George was panned for-writing the line "War is stupid'. As the
Middle East conflict continues, George retu_rns in his Jesus Loves
YOLI guise and says, "I may not have put it in the most arti_
stic,
poetic way, but that's how I feel"

23
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BABBLE Wig out! It's the gossip column that
puts meat on the skeletons in pop stars' closets!

Valentine's Day

24

LOVE
sticks out more than
IS . . . What's the most
romantic thing Jason
ever. Somehow It seems
Donovan's ever done?
strange that our thoughts
Which pop star does
William Orbit fancy?
are turning to love and
When did Billie Ray
romance while people are
Martin last have a snog?
And just what does
dying in the Middle East. The
Mark from Happy
slogan 'Make Love Not War'
Mondays put between hi
sofa cushions? All these came from a generation shocked
questions and more
by the Vietnam war and inspired
answered in our
Valentine's Day special
eace-loving pop stars. In

thl's special Make Love Not

26

KIM
APPLEBY
On her Valentine,
Craig Logan: " He's good for -me,
he's so easy going, intelligent, patient
He has this little halo on top
and wings and flys
about a bit"

the phrase still has
great relevance
In 1991

SOHO Hippy chicks, peace chic and censorship

42

808 STA TE Mouthy Mancunians on why Vanilla
Ice just ain't nice

44
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WHAT' S THE MEANING OF LIFE?
The ultimate question mused on by Tim from Frazier Chorus

SONGS OF WAR
The link between music and warfare, from
Glenn Miller to Gulf paranoia

28
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INDEX News, releases and the best new sounds
around, including Deee-Lite, Beats International, Stereo MCs. Plus:
win a double helping of 'Gremlins' videos and your chance to bid
for Tom Jones' underwear!

POP

C UDDL.E S Heart-throbs through the ages

"1 B

S I NGLES The latest releases reviewed by
Davydd Chong

2 0

ALBUMS The week's new LPs, Including Soho,
Sunsonic and Jellybean

2 2

LIVE Carter's Unstoppable Sex Mactiine rolls on,
Power Of Dreams, The Milltown Brothers + more

3 3

THE DJ DIREC T ORY New, improved and
bigger than ever, with the hottest new releases reviewed b\l Graeme
Park and James Hamilton, the Cool Cuts Chart + all the news
from- the sounds and personalities m,iking a noise in the clubs of
Britain, including James Brown speak1ng from prison, Mantronix +
Definition Of Sound

46

LETTERS
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RECOR D MIRROR C LUB CHART
The hottest new dance hits around, as featured on Radio 1 FM

4 .a

CHARTFILE Tunes and trivia for fact fiends
and chart watchers

so

45s

+

CHARTS US, 45s

+

LPs, US R 'N' B 45s, lndie

LPs

54

CHART NEWS The latest facts and
information on this week's charts

ss

THE GALLUP CHART The top selling
singles and albums in Britain
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The Real
People
bets were placed on which

band's most likely
IFto beLiverpool
big this year, the clever
money would go on The Real
People.
Their jangly, hypnotic, funky
psychedelia - typical of the
current Mersey-vibe - owes
much to the original Fab Four
for inspiration.
"I hate Beatie comparisons,"
growls frontman Tony Griffiths,
" but it's inevitable; they did
great pop songs and so do

Auction:
Tom Jones• undies up for grabs!

f~

we."
Both their releases so far, the
easy going 'Window Pane' and
current dream-theme 'Open Up
Your Mind', are included on
their forthcoming album, nestling
amongst similar mesmeric ·
pure-pop charmers.
" Live, though, we kick you in
the face!" proclaims Tony.
Merseyside has come out of
hibernation. Get real. Meliua

--

omething you'll probably find in a Sotheby's rock auction

HERE f letching thousands of quid in a few years time: a pair of

undies signed by legend of love, Tom 'Bloody' Jones. But you
needn't wait till then, folks.
Modelled for us here by Roy and Keith from The Farm, Tom's
pants are being auctioned by Index to raise money for the Red,
Hot & Blue project. The bidding has already begun at £10 so make
sure your ofter is above this. Send your bid together wit.h your
name, address and telephone number. We'll contact you if your bid
is the highest and arrange a cheque-for-pants swap.
Send your correspondence to Tom's Pants Auction, Record Mirror,
Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UZ. This is not
a joke!

DANGER

AFTER putting the fizz in the charts, MC Hammer is
putting some more fizz into Pepsi with his
new single 'Here Comes The Hammer'. It's the
tune that's being used in a new TV advert for
Pepsi and doubtless Hammer can also expect
several free crateloads of the stuff into the
bargain. 'Here Comes The Hammer'
features some nifty reworking of James

'Echo Chamber' is
out on Go! Discs

Brown's old track 'Call Me Superbad' and

on February 18

it's taken from Hammer's best-selling
album 'Please
Hammer Don't Hurt
'Em'. As already
announced, Hammer will
be touring in May and he
might make some additions to
to his schedule soon.

Robin Smith
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What do you think of
the Gulf War? Would
you fight If you were
called up? Where were
you when It started?
Index ventured onto
the streets to seek the
opinions of Record
Mirror readers

u

I
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War

Matthew, 19, student from
Oxford
" I don't agree wit~ it; we
shouldn't be In there. Basically

the Amer-icans have pressed a
lot of people into going there.
There's c9olng to be a lot of
castlatties, especially when the

ground troops start moving.
What more can you say about
Saddarl\? He's a stupid bloke
who ought to die."

Deee-Lite
Fiery dance funsters, Deee-Lite recently took to the stage for a
New Year's Eve show in New York with a backing band of 40 transvestites.
They followed that by proving themselves the real star attractions at the
massive Rock In Rio Festival. Now they're releasing their single 'How
Do You Say . . . Love?'. The B-side
features a special Bootsified version of
'Groove Is In The Heart', while the first
10,000 copies of the 12-inch will be
lndlvldually numbered, undoubtedly
making them collector's items in the
years to come.
Deee-Lite have recently been
rehearsing for a series of live dates and
they should be touring again in Britain in
the spring or early
'How Do You Say
summer. Get those
• . • Love?' is out
platform shoes out now!
now on Elektra
Robin 5lllith

The Apples
as " The Velvet Underground meets Nineties dance groove" (although admittedly by
themselves), The Apples are among the latest crop dangling from the tree of
indie-dance crossover.
While such a grand comparison may be a tad over the top, ' Eye Wonder', the debut single from the
Edinburgh foursome - who include ex-members of The Syndicate, Hey Elastica and pop-funksters
Win - is worth a bite.
Its combination of a slowly unwinding groove, doleful Stephen Duffy-like 'Eye Wonder' by
vocals and a bumbag-full of stalwar1 samples takes a bit of growing to get to The Apples is out
you, but it'll soon have you by the Cox's Pippin. Core blimey! Dcn,ydd Chong
on February 2S

D.IID

on Epic

Beats International
lnternational, who are currently
holed up in Brighton working on
the follow-up album to 'Let Them Eat
Bingo', are unleashing their new single,
'Echo Chamber', on the world. Dedicated to
the memory of legendary reggae producer,
King Tubby, the single features the
delicious vocal talents of Lester Noel, whilst
the 12-inch version also featl!res Daddy
Freddie, who"s now officially recognised as
the fastest toaster in the world.
tnbetween recording and touring with
Beats, mainman and part-time Record
Mirror contributor Norman Cook has been
working on mixes for Betty Boo, Jungle
Brothers, Digital Underground and Kym
Mazelle, amongst others.
Beats International are just back from a
six week tour of Australia and their new
album should be out in the summer.

BEA's

can be no '

e appropriate name
this Make Love Not
War issue than Arm Of Lovers. Al face
value, this new Swedish trio could easily
be dismissed as laughable fashion victims.
You might also think that they are nothing
more than a vacuous marketing ploy
designed to capitalise on the success of
0eee-Lite. It's only when the deep drum
and bass sound of their single 'My Army
of Lovers' sucks you in and singer La
Camilla's throaty tones tempt you to listen
on that you realise you should never judge
a record by its sleeve.
" It really annoys me when people
compare us to Deee-Lite," says the
ex-model, looking every inch the daughter
of a Nigerian prince, which she claims to
be. " It's just because the line-up is the
same and we both have very strong
images. We look nothing like them though.
That Lady Miss Kier is such a midget and
so ugly!"
Alexander, founder member of the group,
diplomatically chips in: " I'm sure it's a
global train of thought. Things just happen
.at the same time in different parts of the
world without the two parties realising it."
But why Stockholm?
" Stockholm is a relatively small city,"
says the third member, flamboyant
Jean-Pierre. " All the Swe-Mix DJs, Titiyo
and Neneh Cherry, Rob & Raz, Leila K.
Papa Dee are our friends - it's very
tight-knit. There's not a lot of rivalry, our
studiG door was wide open for everyone to
get involved."
Imagine Helen of Troy meeting the Three
Musketeers and them sharing a mutual
love of Donna Summer, and you're halfway
to knowing what this lot are all about. All
for one and one to watch. Paul Tierney

THERElor a band

'Army Of Lovers'
is out now on
Sonot Record:.

,. l ... l.
Picture s: John lngledew
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Gremlins

,5been

SINGLES

The Cliartatam: Four-track EP
featuring brand new songs 'Over
Rising', 'Way Up There· and
'Happen To Die' plus a new
version of 'Opportunity' .out' on
February 25. The Charlies begin
an American tour this· week.

competition

six years since the first wave of disgustingly cuddly
little creatures (Mogwais to you, pal) transformed into
brilliant nasty, tangly monsters called Gremlins and
trashed the joint. Well, strap grandma's wheelchair down because
they're back in 'Gremlins 2: The New Batch', just out on video.
'Gremlins 2' features original characters Billy, Kate and that cute
l'il' Mogwai thingy. The good news is that there's a mad genetic
engineer, Dr Catheter (played by Christopher Lee - hurrah!), an
imminent catastrophe in a skyscraper, and mega mayhem galore
courtesy of a new batch of filthy little Gremlin~ including a flasher
with a raincoat! Get those Mogwais wet now, kids 1
Those lovable, furry people at Warner Home Video have kindly
supplied six sets of 'Gremlins' and 'Gremlins 2 . . .' to give away
to six suitably malevolent readers who answer the following
question: Who directed both films?
Send your answers on the back of a postcard to 'Gremlins 2 .. .'
competition, Record Mirror, Punch Publications, London SE99 7YJ.
To arrive no later than March 4.

IT

Releas es

Ocean Colour Scene
Those psychedelic
cosmonauts Ocean
Colour Scene, who
received rave
reactions to their last
single 'Sway' and
were featured in
Record Mirror's,
recent State Of
lndependance feature,
are splashing out
with a tour and a
three-t rack EP
featuring 'Yesterday
Today', 'Another Gir l's
Name' and 'Fly Me'.
The tour kicks off
with a date at
Londo n's Venue o n March 1, followed by Cambrid ge
Junction 2, Co ventry Tic Toe 5, N ewcastle Polytechnic 6,
Edinburgh Venue 7, Aberdeen Caeser's Palace 8, Greenock
Toldeo Junction 9, Gl asgow Sub Club 10, Leeds Warehouse
12, Leicester University 13, Birmingham Goldwyns 14,
Northampton Irish Centre 15, Wendover Reaction 16, Hull
University 18, Brighton Zap 19 , Buckley Tivoli Gardens 20,
Manchester International 21, Norwich Waterfront 22, London
I CA 23.
The band produced the EP themselves and they'll be
drowning In a sea of praise for some time to come!

The le.........,.: 'Dunno What
II Is About You', out this week
featuring the sultry vocals of
Elaine Vassell. For the past 12
months The Beatmasters have
been writing their second LP,
due for summer release.

Mau-: 'Mesmerize Me'
available on February 18. Taken
from her forthcoming album
'Take It From Me', it's been
given the Rockhouse production
treatment.
Atlventures Of Stevie V:

nfluenced by hip hop, adding
soul, jazz and a little
intellectual reasoning along the
way, MC Buzz B is no average
rapper. His creations are far
removed from the sub-James
Brown beats that are all too
common in contemporary rap;
hardly surprising, considering
Morrissey is one of his greatest
influences.
"He writes like he's speaking
to you one-to-one, and that's
the way I try to do it," he says
of Mozzer.
Thoughtful and introspective,
his raps are about subjects
close to his heart such as war
and global destruction, as you'll
hear on his new single, 'Never
Change'. No trainers or
tracksuits for Buzz B, his
appearance is sober and stylish
and he always plays with a real
band. Mozz would be proud.

I

'Jealousy' released· on February
18. A monster groove already in
the US dance charts, the a-side
features a 'Red Edit' dub mix.
Stevie is set to produce Kim
Basinger's debut album.
WhydHfe: 'Magic Garden'

released this week. Watch out
for some tour dates later this
month.
Goodltye Mr Mack-le: 'Now
We Are Married' out- this week,
taken from their forthcoming
third album ' Hammer And
Tongs'.

Patsy Cline: 'I Fall To Pieces'
out next week. Patsy'.s album
'Sweet Dreams' has gone silver,
selling over 65,000 copies.
The Clash: Re-release 'Should I

Stay Or Should I Go?' next
week, the tune currently being
used in Levi's ads.

Echo And flae 8unnyme11:
'Never Change'
i5 released on
February 25 by

Polydor. Hh
debut LP will
follow in March

Re-release their version of The
Doors' classic 'People Are
Strange' next week. It' s featured
on the soundtrack of cult horror
movie 'The Lost Boys' and the
B-side carries a live version of
Lou Reed's 'Run, Run, Run'.
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Technics
finals

Releases
ALBUMS

Kint, ._: Debut album 'Royal
Jelly' out next week. Tracks
he UK flnals of the
include 'Back By Dope Demand',
World DJ Mixing
Championships will take : 'Feel The Flow', 'Gettin'
Reckless' and their massive club
place at Chippenham
hit 'Must Bee The Music',
Goldlgge rs on March 6.
The competition will
Ii...._.: Debut album
feature nine DJs, who
'Birqland' out next we~k ·
have w o n area heats,
featuring 1O tracks including
compe ting against each
'Don't Look Back' and
other and the d e fending : 'Everybody Needs Somebody'.
champion, DJ Reckless.
Go~Gos: The recently reformed
The winner, who wlll
group featuring Belinda Carlisle
represent Britain in t he
release their 14 track
World Finals due to b e
compilation LP 'Greatest'. Tracks
he ld In April, will
inelude 'We, Got The Beat', 'Ou~
receive two Tec hnics
Lips Are Sealed' and current
SLP 1200 CD players, a
'Cool Jerk'.
DMC PMX 2 Mixing Unit
and a championship
jacket. The UK finals
will also feature
Price increase
: personal appearances
fro m a host of top
We're sorry that this week's
issue sees us having to
dance n ames, Including
:_: Nomad,
increase the price of Record
Quartz, Lisa M
Mirror by five pence. We've
and Caveman. Tickets
been able 10 maintain the
are £4 In advance from
recent price for IWo years but
soaring produclion costs have
Goldlggers or £5 on the
forced us to raise it. You'll
door.

T

Playlist change

,playlist - the selection of records picked by the station
RADIO
each wee·k making up the bulk of the tracks played during the day.
could drastically alter the content of its infamous

Radio 1 says it might revise its current policy of concentrating on
singles and play more album tracks. Sales of 45s have been falling
for some time and it's argued that playing LP tracks may better
reflect public taste.
·
This could mean that 'traditional' singles acts like Kylie and Jason
might not get so great a share of airplay time and artists like The
Charlatans, who broke on the strength of their singles 'The Only
One I Know' and 'Then', plus a lot of dancefloor hits which never
make it on to albums, might not get as much
E1Dl3 If A o I o
exposure.

°"'"' '

i ::·

II tl,e id,a is ,~pt,d, ~o,d oompaoiffi
rethink their policy of releasing singles as tasters
~
for LPs. In Britain, The Simpsons' 'Do The
~~
Bartman· was a top five single hit before it was
available on album, while it was not released on
I
45 in the US.
"We are constantly aware of our audiance's shifting tastes and
we're keen to introduce new methods of reflecting those tastes, "
says a spokesperson. Meetings to consider the new plans will be
held soon.

'I
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Bel Biv Devoe
Those gangsters of the
groove, Bel Biv Devoe,
are striding back with
their single 'BBD I
Thought It Was Me'.
The single will be
available in a special
12-inch format, 'The Brit
Pack', which includes
remixes of 'BBD I
Thought It Was Me',
'Polson' and 'Do Me'.
Bell Biv Devoe are
currently on a coast to
coast American tour
with Monie Love and
Keith Sweat.

Emma, 24,
PA to film producer, from
west London
" I'd i eel much happier if the
Allies admitted why they were
going in there - to promote
their well-being rather than to
liberate Kuwait - because I
think that they actu11lly wi/1 go
Into Iraq to completely
annlhilate lhe Iraqi war
machine. I think that George
aush is a hypocrite, though In
terms of weJl•being I think he's
the lesser ol two evils. I don't
see him as a knight in shining
armour."

& RM

Richard, 21 , from West London;
Viv:, 20, and Antoine, 20,
both from south east London. All
are models
"Saddam Hussein's a bit er a nutter
isrf t l)e? You can't let people go
around the world, (loing things like he
doei;, The AmeJicans are gung-ho;
they don't give a snit. It's la4ghabfe,
Jhe fact that there's a war goi,ng on
oul there and we're all living our lives
like normal. Then again, we could get
@nscripted in thtee months so you
never know."

have noticed, though, thal to
make up for this we've added
more colour pages, better
quality paper, even more high
quality exclusive commissioned
photographs Oust look at the
free poster cards in lhis week's
issue!) and much, much more
to read in Record Mirror, week
in, week out
We've also been indulging in
a bil of early spring cleaning at
Record Mirror, which sees the
DJ Directory expanding to
incorporate the old Dance
section, 10 bring you even more
information about whal's
happening In the clubs of
Britain. Record Mirrors News
Plus and This Week sections
have moved to the front of lhe
magazine, 10 gain the
prominence they deserve within
an expanded Index, I'm sure
you'll find thal, even with lhe
modest Increase, Record Mirror
will still be the best value for
money you can find.
Eleanor Levy, Editor

Brendan, 22,
recorcl stall keeper, from

Soho
"l~s a dictator~hip isn't lt'I
Nobpdy said anything when tie
was killiflg the Kurds did they?
It's ~II a bit too
orientated. Sapdam's mad but
he's going $out things In an
intelligent way. He knows what
he's doing. I clon'l agree with
the War. It's all about one H
person and they should be
aiming at him rather than
involving loads of people.''

money

THE GREAT BRITISH MUSIC WEEKEND
WAS A GREAT SUCCESS!
Thank you to ALL the Artists who gave their time
and their talent.
BEATS
INTERNATIONAL

THE CURE

SOHO

Perry Bamonte
Boris BransbyWilliams
Simon Gallup
Chris Parry
Robert Smith
Porl Thompson

DJ Baptiste
Gary Blackburn
Norman Cook
Daddy Freddy
M C Wildski
Lester Knowle

Eds Chesters
Jackie Cuff
Pa uline Cuff
Tim London
Chris Morrison
SSE, PA HIRE

CREATIVE
TECHNOLOGY

81LLY BRAGG

Chris Beale
SECURITY

Billy Bragg
Peter Jenner
BRAVADO
MERCHANDISING

Martin Kerwin
All At Showsec
,n

nstone
gg
sbourne

Maria Conroy
Barry Drinkwater
CANDYLAND

David Wesely Ayers
Jnr
Mark Jones
Kenediid
MC Kenzie
Mark Goodier
Jeff Griffin
Stuart Grundy
Chris Lycett
Jonathan Ruffle
Mike Robi nson
Phi l Ross
Tommy Vance
Tony Wilso n

Sam Branter
Keith Duckett
Barry Johnstone
Neil W ilson

,·~
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THE WEDDING
PRESENT

David Gedge
Keith Gregory
Brian Halline
Simon Smith
Peter Solowka
WEMBLEY

WOLFSBANE

Blaze Bayley
Steve Danger
Jase Edwards
Jeff Hateley
Rick Sales

•1-:.

THANKS FROM THE BPI A

r.

Danny Bowes
" Harry" James
M ark " Snake"
Luckhurst
Benny Matthews
Malcolm McKenzie
Luke Morley

Thanks To A ll Staff
At Wembley

CARLTON TV

r, ..
t

THUNDER

All funds raised from the events will be donated to
charity through the British Record Industry Trust.

Grammy
basher

Tours
The Big Duh: Edinburgh
Queen's Hall February 25,
Aberdeen Ritzy 26, Ayr Pavilion
27, Newcastle Riverside 28,
Leeds Polytechnic March 1,
Redcar Bowl 3 , Leicester
Polytechnic 4, Reading University
5, Manchester International II 7,
Wolverhampton Wulfrun Hall 8,
Cambridge Junction 9, London
Town & Country 10, Dumfries
Lorebum Hall 12, Glasgow
Barrowlands 13.

Sinead O'Connor has
embarrassed o~ganisers
of the American music
industry's Grammy
Awards by saying that
she will refuse to accept
a trophy if she wins one.
Sinead has already said
that she wouldn't accept
any trophies at the
British music industry's
B.rit awards; now she
says she won't accept
anything at the
Grammies, even though
her LP 'I Do Not Want
What I Haven't Got' has
been nomi nated for top
album of the year and
she's also been
nominated as top female
performer.
In a letter t o the
National Academy
Recording Arts And
Sciences, Sinead said
she wouldn't be
accepting any trophies
because she doesn't like
the record industry's
values.

Mantronix
it really be a year since we heard from New York's finest
dance merchants, Mantronix? Indeed it is, but now they've
returned with their single 'Don't Go Messin' With My Heart'. It's
taken from the forthcoming album 'The Incredible Sound Machine'
and features new member and lead vocalist Jade T rini.
Since we last heard of Mantronix with 'Got To Have Your Love',
they've been featured on the DMC mixing tour and Mantronik
himself has also been working wit h Mica Paris and Paul Haig.

CAN

Don ' t Go M • ss•n ' Wit h My Heart ' will he out on Fehruary IB
on Capitol

of

Throwing Muses: Follow-up the
release of their album, 'T he
Real Ramona', with dates at
Edinburgh Carlton Studios on
March 1, Glasgow Mayfair 2,
Newcastle Riverside 3, Leeds
Polytechnic 4, Liverpool
Polytechnic 5, Manchester
International 6, Norwich
Waterfront 8, Sheffield Leadmill
9 , Nottingham Polytechnic 10,
Bristol Blerkeller 11 , Birmingham
Gotdwyns 12, Cambridge
Junction 13 , London Town &
Country 14.

MC Hammu: The king of pop
rap will be playing another date
at Wembley Arena on May 6.
n ckets are available from the
box office and usual agents.
Robert Palmer: Playing a
one-off date at the London
Town & Country on May 23.
Tickets are on sale now.
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WHATS UP Baby Doll House
COSMIC DANCE Zone Inc
ALRIGHT Urt:lan Soul
BLOOD SWEAT & TEARS Stetsasonic
RUNNING SO HARD Nitelite Cityrama
GO GO/LIES Oval Emotion
DEVOTION (REMIXES) Nomad
IN WONDER Presence
DON'T CHA WANTIT? KAlexi Shelby
THINK ABOUT DJ H featuring Stefy

lrma12-inch
Delphinus Delphus 12-lnch
PQlar 12-lnch
Tommy BoyLP
Mighty Quinn 12-inch
HI Blas 12-inch
Rumour 12-inch
Reality 12-inch
Underground 12-inch
RCA1 2-inch

A guide to the hottest re,,1 dl.b san:ls, as featured on Pete
Tong's RaalO 1 FM Sh?W Toe EssentiaJ Selediofl', broadcast every
Friday from 7.30 to 10pm. Compiled by sales returns trooi the
fdlowing recOfd SIOfes: Ulderground (Mancheser), 23rd Precinct
(Glasgo,,), Vinyl Zcne, City Scxros md Flying (London), Warp
(Sheffield), Trax (Newcaslle)

HOW DO YOU SAY ... LOVE
(A DELICIOUS PAL JOEY DUB)

GROOVE IS IN THE HEART
'

(BOOTSIFIED TO THE NTH DEGREE)

j
Elektra

HOW DO YOU SAY ....

HMV
llHISIIHl\lll!
Rls,\ 11

Their eyes kept meeting across the 'Top Of The Pops' studio floor, he
was a big fan of her last album, she thought he was good live, they
both shared a love of early Led Zeppelin. They married in Rio and a
year later gave birth to Fifi Annabella Sugar Drop . . .
Davydd Chong examines the pop couple phenomenon

PAUL AND LINDA
McCARTNEY
One of the best known pop couples, Paul
('Macca') and Linda first crossed paths in the
Church Street branch of McDonald's in
Liverpool. He was alter a Filet O' Fish, while she
craved an Egg McMuffin. Outraged by the
length of the queues, they consequently
became vegetarians, got hitched, moved to a
remote Scottish isle and wrote a song about it
('Somebody's Knocking On The Pipes Of Mull
Of Kintyre, Uncle Albert'). Macca's pet name for
Linda: 'My Lindywindy'. Linda's pet name for
Macca: 'My little one what used to be in The
Beatles'.

We two
record rack and knew it was love. ' I'll Never Fall
In Love Again' was penned the next day, with
the later-deleted subtitle '('Cos You're A Really
Smashing Bird. Lorraine, Really You Are.
Honest)'.

ABBA
Sweden's lab foursome. The two couples Bjorn and Agnetha, and Benny and Frida - met
during a blistering game of water polo at
Stockholm's public baths. Aggie's goalkeeping
skills were an inspiration, Benny's slamming

BRIX SMITH (AND MARK
E. SMITH) AND NIGEL
KENNEDY
From birth, Brix and her brother Mortar were
destined for careers in the construction industry.
However, Brix soon discovered that the yellow
hard hats clashed. terribly with her outfits and,
alter several fist-fights with her foreman, the duo
looked to the pop world. While her sibling joined
A-ha, our blonde heroine teamed up with top
hip-house act The Fall, briefly marrying

goals unrivalled and Bjorn's long ball continues
to defy medical science (finding trousers to fit
can still be a chore). The group have recently hit
the headlines with the banning of their
smasheroo 'Fernando', believed to contain
sensitive references to certain CNN camera
crews.

frontman Mark E. Smith. However, in the
Finchley branch of Spud-U-Like one evening
after the split she encountered the 'monster'
charms of our Nigel: a stupid haircut, a speech
impediment and a penchant for crap football
teams from the Midlands. What more could a
girl ask for, eh?

RICKY ROSS AND
LORRAINE MclNTOSH
(DEACON BLUE)
A torrid tale of strength through adversity in
glorious cinemascope! Gasp as Ricky, a young
disillusioned Glaswegian, spurns the glitzy
lifestyle of eldest brother Jonathan for the
depraved excesses of rock 'n' roll! Thrill as the
dreams of young Lorraine become reality; not
for her the monotony of her father's raincoat
firm ! They were playing for kicks; living life on
the edge; hanging out at church bazaars!
Lorraine's tombola tickets came up trumps in
the form o1 a bottle of Pomagne and some
lavender-scented bathcubes. As he watched
her collect her prizes, Ricky clutchecj his new

KIER AND DMITRY
(DEEE-LITE)
The kickin' techno sounds of Black Lace's
'Agadoo' pumped out of the speakers. Their
eyes met across the dancefloor and popped out
for a glass of Optrex. Kier and Dmitry were
brought together by a similar taste in magenta
Terylene slacks and jewellery from one of them
machines at Southend.

'12 RM

DAVID A. STEWART AND
SIOBHAN FAHEY
Little did ex-fruity pop trio member Siobhan
know that a simple trip to a local garage with her
Skoda would end in marriage. Davey Boy,

occasional Eurythmic and part-time Brian
Tilsley-type person, was the lucky guy under the
bonnet. The conversation was as follows:
Davey Boy: " Let's 'ave a butchers' at this then.
Ooh . .. it'll cost yer, luv."
Siobhan: " How much?"
Davey Boy: "A date, next Friday?"
Siobhan: " OK then,"

LIZ FRASER AND ROBIN
GUTHRIE (COCTEAU
TWINS)
Robin first spied Liz on the terraces at
Tranmere, spewing out the strangest football
chants he had ever heard. Bobble-hat in hand,
he followed her to a hot-<log stand at half-time.
He bought her a Fanta_. she wore his scarf and

an ethereal partnership was formed. Rob's pet
name for Liz: 'My little one what used to be in
the Carry On films . . . Oh no, that was the other
one, wasn't it?' Liz's name for Rob is . . .
indecipherable. That first, extremely rare,
recording 'You're Gonna Get Your
Fluffypookywibbly 'ead Kicked In' - has yet to
see the light of day.

KYLIE MINOGUE (AND
JASON DONOVAN) AND
MICHAEL HUTCHENCE
" Well, let's see 'oo y'turned down then, our
Kylie from Aussieland. First, there was our
Davydd from Wood Green. Worra shame. And
'ow could y'refuse our macho, surfing number
two, Jason from Bognor Regis? But you're
guaranteed a lorra lorra press coverage with the
one you picked, and that was our Michael from
Chipping Sodbury."
In the process, Kylie broke a million and one
hearts, became a rock chick, and began to wear"
very little clothing. Oh well, maybe things didn't
turn out so badly after all.
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ove is in the air,
everywhere I look around
. . . Love is in the air,
every sight and every sound
. . Ah yes, Valentine's Day is
here once more! The fragrance
qi roses and the whizz of
Cupid's arrows fill the azure sky.
All over the land, loving couples
are climbing into champagne
baths as larry White's luurve
songs wash behind their ears.
Indeed, love is a many
splendoured thing, but I have no
time for big wet sloppiness. Oh
no! I don't even get to tuck into
my Terry's All Gold, for I, 'llae
l!Jop Detectfve, am constantly
plodding gossip's petal strewn
path to bring you stories about
Madon-, who's ever so saucy
'Justify My Love·, is to be
answered by the Y-ng Black
,.._. .n· new ditty entitled,
'To My Donna'. The boys have
asked her to appear in the
video but she's so far declined,
so it looks like they'll have to
wear the lacy lingerie instead •
Cal'ter USM had to hide in the
loo with Bily Brag9 at the
recent Great British Music
Weekend, to get away from top
broadcaster and all-round wag,
Joiwthon 'Lippy' ICJng, who is
a big fan of _the boys and
wanted to meet them for the
Did you know that
first time
Peter Hook, bass player for
New Onler, had a walk-on part
in the film 'Raiders Of The Lost
Ark'?
And did you also know
that, according to their former
landlord, Burnley's finest, The
Milltown ........,. were once
so poor that they had no plates
and had to eat their food

L

e

e
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Prefab Sprout, looking
disgruntled on a London
to Newcastle Inter City
125,

sort

e

straight off the table?
Zoos
across the country are being
scoured to find the perfect
cuddly penguin for the starring
role in Qu-n•s new video, ' I'm
Going Slightly Mad'. The lucky
bird will win a three-year
contract, as many pilchards as
he ·or she can eat and the
chance to star alongside Kim
Basinger in '9½ Beaks'
Talking of Kim, she's soon to
launch her musical career and
wants Stevie V to produce the
debut venture
The Fann's Dr
Keith Love got a tad wet at a
party recently when a young
lady poured a bottle of lager
over his head. Much to the
comedienne's chagrin, the Doc
reciprocated with a mouthful of
beer and went on to win first
prize in the wet T-shirt
competition
Will George
Michael win the bet with his
cousin Andros o-rglou, the
brains behind Praise's single?
Whoever's single is first to top
the charts, wins £1 ,000. Rich
Actor Rob
boys games, eh
Lowe could use the dosh for
plastic surgery. At Stringfellows
in LA, he almost lost his lughole
after refusing to dance with a
girl, who ripped out his earring
in disappointment
Still on
matters medical, Stephen
Lindsay from The Big Dish is
nursing a broken wrist at the
moment, after a game of
football in his back garden. "It
was a 50-50 ball, at a crucial
stage in the match and Steve
unluckily came off worst,'' said a
neighbour hanging out her
smalls
That's it, go back to
your swooning 'n' snogging!
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Pete's
Poems
Join us each week, as we
trumpet the stars In our pop
poetry spot, brought to you
via a carrier penguin, thought
to belong to a friend of Pete
Waterman's fishmonger

letS...... a1aBlue
Peter bring and buy sale
in Felixstowe, looking
flustered and deciding
whether to buy an
Afghan coat.

IF I HAD A
HAMMER
You don 't have a lisp and you don't
stammer,
I think you're marvellous Mr MC
Hammer,
You sure can rap like nobody's
business.
Especially on your hit 'U Can't
Touch This'.

mt.. 1oi.. picking his
nose In the back of his
stretch limousine, while it
was stopped at a red
light outside Hackney
Empire.

Your athletic dancing's wonderful to
watch,
Especially after a double scotch,
Your spins and twists and slides are
supreme,
You'd be so smashing in a football
ream.
But what really gets me in a trance,
Is the shape and size of those
baggy pants,
Other pop stars are big girls'
blouses,
Compared to your voluminous
trousers.

Phil's wo-rld
of wigs
" How about Phil in a Clint
Boon from the lnspiral
Carpets wig?" says Andrew
Bruce from Doncaster. Whose
bamet would you like to see
young master Phil sporting
next week? Send your
requests to Phil's World Of
Wigs, Babble, Record Mirror,
Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars
Road, London, SE1 9UZ.

tcJr*spotting*guide*
Roddy , . _ at The

.._,. . 'Dirty Oen'
Graalha111 travelling on
the lube between Earl's
Court and Sloane
Square, carrying a
suitcase and reading the
Daily Mirror sports
pages,

Powerhaus, watching

TIie .... Onhlda.
Roddy was also seen
going to see a double
bill of 'Wild Al Heart'
and 'Drug Store Cowboy'
at a cinema in
Portobello Rd, Notting
Hill. He ha.d a cup of
coffee and cake.

Teny ' The Word'

Cllridla■, · - '8.15
From Manchester' King,
Mk...... 'WAC'
SINcha■, J-.y 'No
Limits' Powel, and one
of the twitM from
'Coronatlon Street', all in
Manchester in the same
weekend .

Red K... ~
getting off the tube at
Embankment, looking a
good deal taller ihan he
.• does on TV.

'Agents: Andrew BnJce Jrom Doncaster. Pate and Kylie from HaCl<ney: Matt Shepherd lrom
Manchester: Mi Mi from New Cross•; Galoping Graham from south west London: Ursula
from Notting Hill; and Clive from Amersham. If you·ve seen any dead famous bods around
and about your area send your sightings to Babble Star Sporting Guide, Recorp Mirror,
Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London, SEt 9UZ, and In return we'll send you a
little something rather special that you'll never want to part wilti.

Beyond the grave with
Madame Cholet
FAMOUS MEDIUM

This week, Madame Cholet contacts Elvis Presley
"Elvees, 'legendary Elvees lhe Pelvees, can you hear me?"
"I, I sure can Miss Cholet''
"Elvees ma darling, how are you feeling?"

''I, I, I'm all shook up uh huh huh"

Thought for
the day
with your host
Richard Briers
" You can•t get
lard lessen you
boll the hog"

Join Scouse singing sensation
Sonia as she uncovers this
week's high street bargains.
" Watcha chucks, how are yas
like? I'm dead made up like
·cos me bargain this week's just
tab! I was up the shops on
Saturday /Ike, when I passed
one of those household shops
like. You know like, the ones
that sell knives and forks and
tea towels and that, all dead
cheap like. Anyway, I walked in
there like and they had them
defuzzer thingies, you know the
ones like, that take the fluff off
your pullies like. Only £1 like.
Well I've been right through me
wardrobe like, and all me togs
are now totally fluff free like. It's
sound like. I'm going to try it on
me carpets next /Ike. Perhaps
even the cat like. Anyway luvs
like, I've gorra go like, 'cos the
girls are coming round this avvy
and I haven't got a thing in.
See Yasf'
R/V\'IS

gets everywhere.
REVIEWED
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MORRISSEY
'Our Frank'

GANG STARR
'Take A Rest'

PARLOPHONE

COOLTEMPO

Our Stephen Patrick is as solid
and reliable as Liverpool FC's
Gary Ablett, and it's good to
see his commitment to the EC.
It's usually about 1O Franks to
the Pound and I'd willingly swap
1O chart clonkers for one
Sterling Moz release. "Give us
a drink and make it quick, or
else I'm gonna be sick", he
croons. Not on my carpet you
won't! And what's this on the
B-side? 'Journalists Who Lie'.
OK, so who' s been nattering
about my pole-vaulting goldfish,
eh?

The dandiest snooker tribute
since ace skatepunkers Chas 'n'
Dave unleashed their seminal
indie-dance crossover classic
·snooker Loopy'. This dynamic
track combines the best rap act
around with the finest remixer
(CJ Mackintosh) and singes your
nasal hair at 40 paces. Oh, and
by the way, it's not really about
snooker.

DRIVE
'Greasegun'
FIRST STRIKE

Noisy buggers surging ahead

THE BEATMASTERS
'Dunno What It Is (About
You)'

this one'II have your eye out.

RHYTHM KING

Girls say that to me a lot, you
know. I reckon it's the hunched
back that attracts 'em. Or could
it be the wooden leg? All I
know is that it'll take more than
this jaunty little dance track to
get dinner out of me.

Half-arsed
GOODBYE MR
MACKENZIE
'Now We Are Married'

INNER CITY
'Till We Meet Again'

MCA

Goodbye Mr Mackenzie. They
like to think they're alternative
but their lead singer sounds like
Tom Petty with piles.

TEN

Ere, our Vera done a right
luverly version of this, innit? Oh
no, 'old on, that ain't it .. .
Stop! Get that cockney out of
here, right this minute!! Sorry
about that, folks. This single is,

DEEE-LITE
'How Do You Say . . .
Love?'
ELEKTRA

Single

like Nigel Mansell on a full head
of Guarana. The legend ' Fear of
a fat bastard' is etched into the
run-out groove. Says it all,
dunnit?

THE CREATIONS
FEATURING DEBBIE
SHARP
'Pay The Price'

of

the

week

MASSIVE 'Unfinished Sympathy' c 1RCA
Gulf War over-sensitivity.has lopped Attack off Massive's
name, but thankfully their music remains unscathed. First
with 'Daydreaming' and now 'Unfinished Sympathy', the
Bristolians have ushered us into a realm of melody and
melancholy. The wisely understated production allows
both th~ beauty of the swelling strings and the emotional
pull of the vocals to shine through. Fiendishly expert with
rhythms, too cerebral to be termed just a dance act,
Massive can't put a foot wrong.
'
CHAPTER
AND TH.E
in fact, a wonderful soul tune.
VERSE
Kevin Saunderson has left his
'mad kickin" techno cap on the
'Black Whip'
bus and met Ten City's Byron
Stingily outside the chippy on
his way home. Byron's voice,
along with the ever-capable
tones of the lovely Paris Grey,
transforms black vinyl into gold.

VIRGIN

Knitting together strands of jazz
and hip hop, this Mancunian duo
rustle up some really natty togs.
This cool swing thing stands out
like a 50 foot ice cube in a
pool of porridge.

TAM TAM

Just under four quid is the price
you'll have to pay for this
fabulous, bounding gospel-house
number. Hornier than Kylie and
filled with enough strings to give
Pinocchio a nosebleed, when it
comes to garage, 'Pay The
Price' is well worth chucking out
your E-Type for.

GUNSHOT
'Crime Story'

BIZARRE INC
'Playing With Knives'
VINYL SOLUTION

This is a Record Mirror warning.
Playing with knives can: a) be
dangerous b) get you locked
away c) signify that you are
actually a knife-thrower with a
travelling circus. This manic
house track is as bonkers as
the girlie who lets herself get
strapped to the wall.

VlNYL SOLUTION

You are attempting to create a
great rap record. Do you: a)
make it witty? b) make it funky?
c) embarrass yourself in front of
the boss by throwing up at the
office party? d) make it noisy?
Gunshot have plumped for the
last option and come up with a
mutha. Akin to placing your
head In a cement mixer while
Ice Cube batters the backs of
your knees with a cricket bat,
"IS R.IY\

Humble
HAVANA 3AM
'Reach The Rock'
IRS

Rattling rock 'n' roll from
ex-Clash boy Paul Simenon that
makes you wanna buy a leather
jacket. Not on my salary, mate.

THE ANC CHOIR
'Toyi Toyi'
MANGO

PAUL HAIG
'Flight X'
CIRCA

He's always been a good sort,
our Paul, even if he did once
look like he had a shoebrush
stuck on his bonce. Remixed by
those talented Boilerhouse Boys,
'Planet X' succeeds where the
self-consciously 'trendy' records
fail: it moves your butt.

If it wasn't for Andy Kershaw,
I'm sure that more folks would
take to so-called 'world music'.
The African national anthem, on
the flipside, is great music to
listen to as you lie back and
daydream about the scorching
sun, the blistering heat and
being gnawed by a peckish
tiger. Strangely, 'Toyi Toyi'
contains the phrase "knees up"
in its lyrics. That bloody· cockney

When is a Deee-Lite record not
a Deee-Lite record? When It's a
crap, monotonous house tune,
created by producer Pal Joey,
and containing about as much
of Deee-Lite as Les Dennis has
good gags. When the
monumental 'World Clique' was
released, the dynamic trio
already had two albums' worth
of unreleased material, so what
happened? This record will
doubtless do wonders for their
cred, but nowt for their ,
reputation. How do you· say .
Sorely disappointed?

JESUS LOVES YOU
'Bow Down Mister'
VIRGIN

Boy George gets all spiritual on
this, but if you listen very
intently, you can just make out
the sound of a music writer
banging his head against a wall
and screaming something about
torture. My copy started off
warped and ended up in tiny,
scattered fragments.

BROTHER MAKES 3
'Do You Wanna Dance?'
CARDIAC

Brother makes three of what? I
know they make some damn
fine typewriters and sewing
machines. The producers of this
insipid hip-house track are 2 In
A Room who would probably
advise you to "wiggle it". On
the contrary, you should cut it
off, shove it in a Tupperware
container and bury it at the
bottom of the garden.

MC HAMMER
'Here Comes The
Hammer'
CAPITOL

If I had a bloody hammer .

new single

THE
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SOHO 'Goddess'
S&M

LA MIX
'Comin' Back For More'
>.M PM

LA Mil< haven't had much luck

reoently, their last two singles
'Mysteries Of Love' and 'Comin'
Back For More' just falling short
of the top 40. The LP, 'Comin'
Back For More' , is more of the
same funky grooves and classy
vocals without a squeak of a
cover version.
The album kicks off in
smooth, laid-back style with
'Comin' Back For More' and just
stays there. Labelling one side
" Soul" and the other " Rave" is
misleading to say the least. The
soul side includes three other
vocal tracks: the pleasant
enough 'Miss My Love', 'One
Love, One Touch' and the next
single, a slow ballad entitled
'We Shouldn't Hold Hands In
The Dark'. The so-called rave
side features ' Love Thang',
which is a jazzy hip hop
number sounding like The
Jungle Brothers' 'What U Waitin'
4 ?'. the instrumental 'Live For
Life', which heavily samples
Mantronix's 'Ladies', and the
classy more rave-like 'All Mine'.
The track which really shines
is 'Discover Reality', an excellent
house track with all the
ingredients for a hit: a nice
bassline, brilliant vocals and a
catchy chorus. But this is more
a relax-in-the-bath LP than a
get-up-don't-stop-till-your-feet-burn
one. Having said that, Les
Adams (LA) is a bit of a remix
wiz so the singles, when
the rest come, will prove a
lot better. Tony WIison
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JELLYBEAN
'Spillin' The Beans'
Allanllc

Nineteen-eighty-seven's 'Just
Visiting This Planet' was a
success all round for Jellybean.

2 0 R /\I\

In bringing together a host of
featured singers, including Steve
Dante, Adele Bertel and Elisa
Fiorillo, he proved that even
without the mighty Ms Ciccone
he could have hits. But that
was four years ago, and since
then dance music has evolved
beyond all expectations. Yet
Jellybean seems not to have
noticed.
!nstead, he is still firmly
rooted in his glory days. The
recipe is much the same, this
time employing the wholly
unremarkable voices of Niki
Haris and DeAnna Eve, both to
minimal effect.
In almost every case, the
titles of the 14 tracks here give
it all away. 'Do You Love As
Good As You Look?', ' Don't Let
Love Come Between Us' and
'Love Is A Contact Sport'
conjure up images of schmaltz,
pap and irritating blandness so much so, that the album
never once manages to le ave
the ground. Time waits for no
one and Jellybean's been left
languishing in a distant, hazy ·
past.
However, the album's infamy
is guaranteed, as it will
doubtless appear as the
soundtrack to TV-am's Lizzie
Webb and her early morning
workout. Now there's an
accolade to be proud of.
Nick Due,den

3

SUNSONIC
'Melting Down On Motor
Angel'
POLYDOR

Formerly the Flowerpot Men,
Adam and Ben's debut LP as
Sunsonic has certainly been a
long time coming. It was
supposedly 'imminent' last April
after their decidedly sexy and
atmospheric 'Kind Of Loving'
single had Record Mirror
scribes, if not the nation, under

It's a funny old game. Last summer, when 'Hippychic~· effectively
harnessed The Smiths' ' How Soon Is Now?' to a fruity dance
rhylhm and some pleasing soulful warblings. no one could give a
monkey's wnassisname.
Today, having scored a well deserved hit on both sides of the
Atlantic, twins Jackie and Pauline Cuff, along with guitarist Timothy
London, have heaved themselves out of the bargain bucket and into
the public eye.
On the crest of this wave of success comes Soho's second LP.
And what a surprisingly -diverse collection of songs it is too, from
the lilting guitars and sweeping strings of the melancholy 'Another
Year' to the brash arid excltir1g floor filler, 'Freaky', with its heavy
rock riffs.
'Shake Your Thing' has a distinct reggae-ska feel at times,
reminiscent of The Specials' 'Ghost Town', while the keyboards from
Ray Charles' '\\lhat'd f Say' p~k timidly from behind the chaotic
blend of funk-rock guitar and nfce touches of percussion on 'Girl On
A Motorbike'.
The only blemishes on 'Goddess' come with the monotony of both
'God's Little Joke' and 'Boy 90', but these are easily foJgiven when
there's the perfect brassy· .pop of 'Out Of My Mind' and the
anti-male chauvinism title track, with its whispering niimecheck of
heroines past and present. Goddess gracious me, on the
strength of this LP, Soho's success must surely continue.
·Gety Croulng

7

its slithery spell. A Single Of
The Week and deservedly so.
Both 'Kind Of Loving' and
their current single 'Driveaway'
(with a remix on the 45 by
808's Graeme Massey) appear
on the album, ', . Angel'
boasting the helping hands of
both Youth and Paul Oakenfold,
an obvious Yello influence and
some occasionally interesting
arrangements. Psychedelic
floating ('Shay Shay') dancedriven pulsing ('Hot') and filmic
brooding ('Head Of Sand') are
all phrases that spring to mind
as the disc rotates but also,
more worryingly, Human League,
A-ha and Jan Hammer!
A curious blend of the last
three decades, Sunsonic are
'Twin Peaks' addicted, adrenalin
fuelled pop artists but by no
means baggy and probably
couldn't give a toss either way.
The overall feeling is of a
band that's not so much missed
the boat as dismissed it; happy
to pile up their own smaller,

solar powered vessel. And why
not? The next one might
ust be a classic. This
isn't. DcnTen Crook
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VARIOUS
'D-Stress Volume One'
O-STRESS

Seems everyone's in on this
scam business now. In a way
that makes most practitioners of
conventional record promotion
shudder, D-Stress have already
proved themselves masters of

•

the game.
Last year, a simple but
hauntingly brilliant piano
instrumental appeared on white
label in upfront shops. Played
heavily on certain pirate radio
shows, it quickly acquired rarity
status with the predictable result
that it began to appear on
bootleg compilations and only
now does it transpire that the
elusive 'Mi Cara' by Casa Beat
isn't from Europe or even New
York but good old England. And
not only that, it's in good - if
diverse - company on this
0-Stress sampler (available
before, naturally, on a limited
white). Creative Thieves' cheeky
Eurogroove ' Nasty Rhythm',
fresh out of the Record Mirror
Cool Cuts chart, precedes 'Mi
Cara', while the Northern rave
lave 'Let Me Hear You Say
Yeah' by PKA opens the set.
More mellow moods flow from
X In Effect's silky 'Down To
Earth'. Bringing up the rear on
either side are Green Planet's
dour 'Aurora' and Blue Notes'
'Jazz', which doesn't really need
any further explanation.
There's no getting away from
it. Scams . aside, there are some
impressive tunes here, it's just
the bit about " six full length
cuts fron:i' the underground"
at's confusing. You ever
eard any of these on the
tube? Phil Chee..man

Fluke
'Techno Rose Of Blighty'
CREATION

It's difficult to describe any kind
of music well and Fluke's
'Techno Rose Of Blighty' evades
precise description more than
most.
Amid a flurry of favourable
comparisons with such respected
electronic ground-breakers as
Yello, Fluke's unholy trinity of
Mike, Jon and Mike B has
emerged from purposeful
anonymity to unleash a debut
mini LP, a collection of elusive
white labels and other tunes
that might otherwise have been
lost to posterity.
The original buzz surrounding
Fluke was created as a result
of Ibiza classics 'Joni' and
'Thumper' which, due to limited
availability and continued DJ
interest, have become collectors'

items. Now at last widely
available here, the jazzy, upbeat
sax and flute cut Thumper' has
been remixed into 'Cold Hand
Flute'.
With 'Joni' they prove it's
possible to remain cool after
sampling Joni Mitchell's 'Big
Yellow Taxi'. It doesn't sound
anything like a cover, yet still
captures the spirit of the original
and brings it bang up to the
Nineties.
' Philly', their first commercial
release, is a slice of
string-driven disco overlayed with
techno wizardry. Conceived as a
tribute to the classic sound, it's
ostentatious and melodramatic.
With its almost gospel feel it
gets the message across more
than most tracks with 'Philly
Mix' stamped on them. Finally,
with 'Glorious', Fluke make an
innovative foray into the world of
rock with a track that is mindful
of Cabaret Voltaire.
The album Is almost entirely
instrumental, vocals merging with
the other instruments, repeated
phrases and selected samples
guiding you through.
Techno with a classic
touch. Catheri- John
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VARIOUS
'The Brits 1991 '
TELSTAR

What's the _connectiori~ Is this

double compilation supposed to
represent the flavour of the Brits
awards, the cream of British
music or is it just an excuse to
slap a few of last year's hits
together on a high-profile album,
sit back and watch the sales
escalate? You have to plump for
the latter. It's the cover, with its
Mr T-like cartoon of a genie
with a blaster slung over one
shoulder and a guitar-shaped
keyboard over the other (plus, if
that wasn't enough, a
cringe-inducing heavy metal
typeface), that exposes the awful
grubbiness of the whole thing.
Of the 29 tracks, only 15 are
by British acts, which doesn't
exactly augur well for the
back-slapping sessions. Of
those, you get crucial new talent
like Elton John ('Sacrilic-,e') and
Dusty Springfield ('Reputation'),
sadly mirrored by safe American
choices like The Righteous
Brothers (guess), Janet Jackson
('Black Cat') and Jon Bon Jovi
('Blaze Of Glory'). In defence,
there is Deee-Lite ('Groove Is In
The Heart'), Happy Mondays
('Kinky Afro'), Blue Pearl
('Naked In The Rain') and one
or two other credible contenders.
But if you haven't already got
them, what's the point? There's
no getting away from it. Even if
some individual tracks are
good, the concept stinks.
Phil Cheeseman
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THE MILLTOWN
BROTHERS
The Borderline, London
F'llally on the verge of breaking
tnrough the back door of the
top 40 with their current
storming track 'Which Way
Should l Jump?', The Milltown
Brothers are here to celebrate
their tong overdue recognition.
'Apple Green' proves to be a
delectable starter leaving your
taste-buds yearning for the main
course. while giving the crazy
,ecord-buying public a kick in
!he ribs for failing to put this
Tittle gem in the charts.
Categorising their sweet sound
1s as easy as chewing a brick,
but it would be a brave
individual who'd have donned a
mop-top and pair of baggies to
this evening's delights. Sure,
you'd feel relaxed with the
jangly 'Seems To Me' to flop
about to, but what a tizz you'd
be in when the relaxing calm of
'Sally Ann' curtails all
hip-swaying antics.
'Which Way . .' closes an
energetic and intriguing set, and
with a shopping bag full of
dates lined-up supporting The
La's, it seems that the only
place they'll be jumping to is
glam showbizland and if they're
really lucky, Wogan's guest sofa.
Peter Stanton

HARDNOISE/MC
DUKE/DADDY FREDDY
The Wag, London
More of a family than a record
label, Music Of Life have drawn
together their various siblings to
provide an unselfish and
uncompromising showcase of
British hip hop talent.
Ha1dnoise, a young five piece
from south London, draw in a
sceptical club crowd with a raw
yet powerful set. Adopting the
new casual stance of their
Stateside counterparts, they
rhyme fast and slick over
frenetic beats and impressive
live scratching. Tracks like 'Mice
In The Presence Of The Lion·
have an almost militant flavour
but the delivery often struggles
lo sound original.
MC Duke cuts in with his
blend of sugary funk rhythms .
and convincing vocal style.
'Dogcatcher· and 'Night Trainer'
fought well on the dancefloor
and showed that rap doesn't
have to end up on Italian house
records to get moving.
You can also forget the fake
ragga breaks currently bridging
top 40 dance hits. When Daddy
Freddy takes the mic you know
you've got the genuine article.
At breakneck· speed he whips
the atmosphere up tenfold and
2 2 R IY\
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leaves his imitators
open-mouthed. DJ Simon Harris
provides drum patterns and
sweet reggae organ straight
from the dancehalls of Kingston,
leaving Freddy to toast till you
think he'll burn. Ad-libbing all
the way, he laments the Gulf
War, John Major, picking up
girls - practically in the same
snatched breath - and invites
frier:ids Asher D and Leslie
Lyrics (last heard giving The
Beloved some cred) to join him.
Bui Freddy's the star, with lhe
face of a villain and the style
and articulation to make you
instantly warm to him.
For the Ragga king it's as
easy as falling off a log. This
man will land on his feet and
get the recognition he really
deserves. Paul Tierney
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CARTER USM/BILLY
BRAGG
'CND Anti-War Gig, New
Cross Venue
"Welfare, not warfare"
sloganeers master Bragg,
midway through his set. which
tonight, naturally, leans more
towards politics with 'Like
Soldiers Do' and 'God Bless
The Youth Of America'.
The brash guitar scraping
subsides, only to reveal the truly
beautiful ' Levi Stubbs' Tears'
complete with gorgeous lonely
trumpet solo. " I'm growing my
hair long now that Gazza and
Storming Norman have made
the crew-cut popular," he japes,
bul the bring-the-troops-home
message is never far away as
audience feeling runs high.
The bard sidles offstage and
is replaced by Carter's rather
rotund right-hand man and chief
mic stand mover, Jon 'Baa
Lamb' Beast. Stage bound
plastic beer glasses and the
now traditional cries of " You fat
bastard' fill the air merging in
with 'Surfin' USM' as Jonathon
King's laves, Jim Bob and
Fruitbat, appear.
Tonight, Carter's hectic and
intoxicating mess of The
Buzzcocks, Pet Shop Boys and
The Pogues is delivered as
earnestly and with as much
sense of fun as ever.
Self-penned ditties like 'Anytime,
Anyplace, Anywhere' and 'A
Prince In A Pauper's Grave'
jostle with the covers of the
Petties· ' Rent', Sofl Cell's
'Bed-sitter' and a rousing
rendition of Elvis' ' Look Away'.
Peace is always a good
cause and while tonight may not
have. stopped the war, it was a
beer-swilling show of protest
washed down with good music.
Gary Crossing
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THE PIRATE CLUB/JUAN ATKINS
The Rocket, London
"Is this a college thing?"
asks Juan Atkins as he
makes his way towards the
stage. It' s not, but it's no bad
guess, The Rocket is a
college venue, albeit a good
one, and there's a feint ·
studenty hue detectable
between the bursts of activity
from the smoke machines.
The Pirate Club
unashamedly carries the
legacy of the '89 spirit,
garnering its crowd from
flyers put out as late as the
night before; and along with
other like-minded underground
promotions, it makes short
work of the notion that the
rave scene has been eclipsed
in the South East. ThQUgh
none of the advertised PAs
make it tonight, the licence is
until 6am and the
face-painting, shiatsu massage,
brain machines, trippy lasers
and lots of other silly things
all go ahead, giving it a
Glastonbury-like slant.
With DJs like Mr C and
DAD in the place, the bulk of
the sound was always going
to be rough and ready tracks like Bitin' Back's
squealing 'She's Breaking Up'
and Lost's 'The Gonzo'
holding the sway. But right
now, the most immediate way
of telling what sort of club
you're in is to gauge the ratio
of tambourines to horns.
Favoured by trendy and Euro
influenced dancefloors,
tambourines are tolerable if

whoever's got them has a
basic sense of rhythm. Horns,
on the other. hand, found
more in hardcore raves, are
best shoved down the
blower's throat. The
hornblower at the Pirate,
suitably enough, sounded like
a shipyard.
The only actual stage
performance (If you discount
the four dancers who
bemusingly and fleetingly
appear in all-white ballerina
outfits) comes from the
indefatigable Irresistible Force,
aka Mixmaster Morris, who
does three tracks of live
techno doodling. To his credit,
few of the dancers notice that
anything other than a DJ is
going on.
Quite what Juan Atkins
makes of all this isn't clear;
what the dancefloor makes of
him is. Quite simply, they
haven't a clue that the
godfather of Detroit techno is
on the decks. Although his
seamless mixing sets h im
apart, Juan's set is clued in
with UK dancefloors, and after
an hour of breathlessly fast
beats he climaxes with Joey
Beltram's sinewy ' Energy
Flash' and, a !)Urprisingly
mellow touch, Tikkle's dreamy
'Outer Limits' .
If there were any other way
to say it, it'd be said. But as
there isn't, to both Juan
Atkins and The Pirate Club,
respect is due. Phil
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From Vera Lynn to The Farm, there have always been pop
tunes about war and peace. Whether they be morale
boosters or protest songs, pop stars have always used
music to vent their spleen. Record Mirror investigates the
links between the armed forces and music

\

Hit or

Missile?
STORY : ROBIN SMITH
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what is it
e good for?'
sang Edwin Starr in 1970 and
19-year-old American Gls fighting
in Vietnam couldn't come up
with an ,answer.
But at least Edwin was able
to get his song played on radio.
If it was re-released today, it
would be just another casualty
on BBC radio's list of records
banned during the Gulf troubles.
Songs questioning the effects
of war have always been an
important part of pop music.
The fathers and grandfathers of
the soldiers in the Gulf kept
their spirits fortified in World
War II by listening to Vera Lynn
and Glenn Miller. But the
euphoria of beating Hiller in
1945 was lost in the mud and
wasted lives of the Korean War
and the horrors of Vietnam.
Nightly, during the early
1970s, Americans could see
news reports of their young men
dying for no apparent purpose
and protest songs mirrored this
frustration , John Lennon wrote
'Give Peace A Chance'; hippies
stuck flowers in National
Guardsmen's rifles. One group
even slept with soldiers in an
attempt to sweet talk them into
becoming pacifists - drastic
actions which inspired the lyrics
on Soho's single 'Hippychick'.
The Falklands conflict saw
Elvis Costello's poignant and
haunting ' Shipbuilding', about the
cost in men and materiel in
defending a patch of scrubland
that most people had never
even heard of, recorded by
Robert Wyatt. Rod Stewart's
re-released anthem 'Sailing',
originally used as the theme to
a BBC series about life aboard

..,H

a,, c1ircratt carrier, proved more
palatable to the British public
suffering from a high
temperature with war fever .
In 1984, during a time of
frosty relations between the US
and USSR, Frankie Goes To
Hollywood released 'Two Tribes'.
The Human League's 'The
Lebanon' commented on earlier
follies in the Middle East and
Culture Club made 'The War
Song'. We should also
remember Kate Bush's 'Army
Dreamers' and The Farm's
current 'All Together Now',
Eleven years after the
Vietnam War officially ended,
Paul Hardcastle documented the
plight of young Gls with '19',
but ironically the American army
has always provided a breeding
ground for musical talent. Many
aspiring musicians joined the US
army in the hope of getting
stationed in Europe, where they
could immerse themselves in
pop culture when squarebashing was over for the day.
Sydney Youngblood joined up
when he was 17. Terence Trent
D'Arby served in Germany in
1986 and Turbo B of Snap!
served with the US bomb
disposal squad in Frankfurt.
In the Gulf, Oleta Adams'
song 'Get Here' is a favourite
with US soldiers; British troops'
most requested song on British
Forces Broadcasting is 'Eve Of
Destruction' by Barry McGuire.
Nothing, it seems, will ever
stop people killing each other.
There will always be political
and religious bigots who think
that any sacrifice, no matter
how terrible, can justify their
cause. And there will always be
musicians to question them.
War: what is it good for?
Anybody out there got an
answer?
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William Orbit

Mark Moore

ARE YOU IN LOVE?
Yes, but not telling you who with (they know who
ltiey are).
WHO WAS THE FIRST PERSON YOU
SNOGGED AND DID YOU USE YOUR
TONGUE?
My cousin when I was eight. Yes!

{S'Express)

WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU LOSE THE
BI G V?
I was 19 (late starter). On Sea Palling beach!
WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU LAST HAVE
A SNOG?
Last week on holiday, but ii seems a million
years ago.
HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN YOU FIRST
FELL IN LOVE?
Like I'd won the Pools, just got flu and was
floating through a garden of warm rose petals all at the same time (I felt a bit shaky!).
WHAT'S THE MOST ROMANTIC THING
YOU'VE DONE?
A rendezvous with somebody in the same
dream.
WHAT'S YOUR FAVOURITE CHAT-UP
LINE?
Excuse me, are you a ghost?
WHICH SONG MAKES YOU SWOON?
"When I Fall In Love, It Will Be Forever' by
Stevie Wonder.
WHICH POP STAR DO YOU FANCY?
Naomi Campbell. Well, she's almost a pop star.
WHAT'S THE MEANING OF LOVE?
Sweet madness!!!

ARE YOU IN LOVE?
Yes, with Swampy.
WHO WAS THE FIRST PERSON YOU
SNOGGED AND DID YOU USE YOUR
TONGUE?
Cindy Heresoff, a radical American girl. We
were both six and used everything.
WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU LOSE
THE BIG V?
I was 13 at summer camp and was raped
by an American girl called Kathleen (what
is it with these Americans?).
WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU LAST
HAVE A SNOG?
I am snogging this very second purely to
make this more interesting. I am having
difficulty both writing and breathing.
HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN YOU
FIRST FELL IN LOVE?
Swampy.
WHAT'S THE MOST ROMANTIC
THING YOU'VE DONE?
Pushing my loved one down the
stairs to 'Strangers In The Night'.
WHAT'S YOUR FAVOURITE
CHAT-UP LINE?
Come back to my place bouncy,
bouncy!
WHICH SONG MAKES YOU
SWOON?
'Strangers In The Night' by Frank Sinatra;
Eighth Wonder's 'I'm Not Scared' ; 'Oh
Sweet Mystery Of Life, At Last I've Found

You' by
Madeline Khan
from 'Young
Frankenstein'.
WHICH POP
STAR DO
YOU FANCY?
Ya Kid K, Kylie
& Jason, Bros,
Bananarama.
WHAT'S THE
MEANING OF
LOVE?
ti's just a marketing ploy to make people
buy Luther Vandross records.

Billie Ray Martin
(Electribe 101)
ARE YOU IN LOVE?
I am in love with that energy which brings honest people together to forever
act against the bastardisation of the truth.
WHO WAS THE FIRST PERSON YOU SNOGGED AND DID YOU USE
YOUR TONGUE?
I was five when I snogged my large grey teddy bear called Mick Jagger, and
I used my tongue. Since then I have been
saying rather strange and hairy things.
WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU LOSE THE
BIG V?
ft was to the same bear, but I could get no
satisfaction. This fact has remained with me
ever since.
WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU LAST HAVE
A SNOG?
II you rearrange the letters, they spell 'song'.
24 R
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I had my last song this morning in bed.
HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN YOU FIRST FELL IN LOVE?
I broke my soul when I hit the ground. Painful!
WHAT'S THE MOST ROMANTIC THING YOU'VE DONE?
I turned down an offer to sing for money.
WHAT'S YOUR FAVOURITE CHAT-UP LINE?
Can I make love to you gently and take
you shopping at Chanel tomorrow morning,
please?
WHICH SONG MAKES YOU SWOON?
'Anarchy In The UK' - Sex Pistols.
WHICH POP STAR DO YOU FANCY?
Pop stars are ugly.
WHAT'S THE MEANING OF LOVE?
That you're unable to sell it in exchange for a
Sting record.

Jason Donovan
ARE YOU IN LOVE?
No.
WHO WAS THE FIRST PERSON YOU SNOGGED AND DID
YOU USE YOUR TONGUE?
A girl at school, In the playground. It was totally innocent.
WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU LOSE THE BIG V?
No comment.
WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU LAST HAVE A SNOG?
No comment.
HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN YOU FIRST FELL IN LOVE?
Special! It was the best thing that ever happened to me. I'm a real
believer in love. If you don't give a lot to a relationship you can't
expect to get much from it. I would call myself pretty romantic.

Stevie V

WHAT'S THE MOST ROMANTIC THING YOU'VE DONE?
Sent a bouquet of flowers to the other side of the world to say I
was sorry.
WHAT'S YOUR FAVOURITE CHAT-UP LINE?
I hate chat-up lines!
WHICH SONG MAKES YOU SWOON?
No comment.
WHICH POP STAR DO YOU FANCY?
Madonna.
WHAT'S THE MEANING OF LOVE?
Love brings balance to your life. It means companionship, but more
than that, it brings a won~erful spice to life.

Gary Newby

Mark Day

(The Railway Children)

(Happy Mondays)

ARE YOU IN LOVE?
Yes, with Audrey in 'Twin Peaks',
WHO WAS THE FIRST PERSON
YOU SNOGGED AND DID YOU
USE YOUR TONGUE?
A girl In my class at school.
WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU
LOSE THE BIG V?
I was 15, In a dark room.
WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU
LAST HAVE A SNOG?
Recently, in my kitchen.
HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN YOU
FIRST FELL IN LOVE?
Bruised.
WHAT'S THE MOST ROMANTIC THING
YOU'VE DONE?
Sent flowers.
WHAT'S YOUR FAVOURITE CHAT-UP
LINE?
What winks
and makes
love like a
tiger
(winking)?
WHICH
SONG
MAKES
YOU
SWOON?
'Bring Your
Daughter
.. . To The
Slaughter' - Iron Maiden.
WHAT'S THE MEANING OF LOVE?
Beats me! (See question five.)

ARE YOU IN LOVE?
Wouldn't that be telling.
WHO WAS THE FIRST PERSON YOU SNOGGED AND DID YOU USE YOUR
TONGUE?
The first girl I snagged was called Sharon Brown and no I used my lips.
WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU LOSE THE BIG V?
But I am the 'Big V' and I haven't lost it!
HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN YOU FIRST FELL IN LOVE?
Oh I was so very young, so I felt like nothing else mattered.
WHAT'S THE MOST ROMANTIC THING YOU'VE DONE?
I have written a song about and for a certain person, but I'm not going to tell you who
because even she doesn't know.
WHAT'S YOUR FAVOURITE CHAT-UP LINE?
Great 'Body Language'!
WHICH POP STAR DO YOU FANCY?
Oh, several. I've got to say Madonna of course! Pauline Henry from The Chimes. Oh and
Tina Turner.
WHAT'S THE MEANING OF LOVE?
Danger and excitement.

ARE YOU IN LOVE?
Yes, very much! With my fiancee Jane.
WHO WAS THE FIRST PERSON YOU
SNOGGED AND DID YOU USE YOUR
TONGUE?
I was at the school disco and had to go off to the
toilet in embarrassment because I had an
erection.

WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU LOSE THE
BIG V?
I can't remember because I couldn't work it out.
It was ext)erimental, I even used to put my dick
between the sofa cushions and masturbate. But
I stopped that when I got into football!
WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU LAST HAVE
A SNOG?
I'm always having snags! I love snogging.
HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN YOU FIRST
FELL IN LOVE?
Confused, withdrawn, inadequate, selfish,
jealous, never enough money. Still it was all
worth it.
WHAT'S THE MOST ROMANTIC THING
YOU'VE DONE?
Proposed - I threw my coat over a puddle. And
buying flowers for her until I became allergic to
pollen.
WHAT'S YOUR FAVOURITE CHAT-UP
LINE?
Fancy coming??!
WHICH SONG MAKES YOU SWOON?
Vivaldi - in G-String. I like a bit of classical in a
G-String.
WHICH POP STAR DO YOU FANCY?
Wendy James, she's OK. Oh yes and the Nolan
Sisters - all of them.
WHAT'S THE MEANING OF LOVE?
Trust and a packet of peanuts.
R
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■
has happened to

■
KIM APPLEBY

■
in the last three yei

KIM APPLEBY

over
s. She's overcome the tragic loss of her sister
to become a solo star, she's fallen for an
ex-member of Bros and she's swapped fun,
love and money for some 'Good Loving And
Devotion'
INTERVIEW : GARY CROSSING

K

im Appleby pores over a letter from a
"particularly ardent male fan" and
chuckles with pleasure. The passionate
post hasn't stopped coming since she and her
sister Mel_first charmed the punters in 1986,
skipping 'from factory floor to dancefloor with
their fun loving, dance all night debut, ' Showing
Out (Get Fresh At The Weekend)'.
Even after Mel's tragic death, the success of
Kim's fluffy and bravely optimistic solo
comeback, 'Don't Worry', late last year proved
that the East End girl still has her admirers.
With the release of the 'Kim Appleby' LP and the
second, equally contagious single, 'G.L.A.D.',
Mr Postman had better put in a few extra hours
on his Bullworker if he's to cope.
But was Kim always this popular with the
chaps? As thoughts turn to love and heartshaped sloppiness, can she remember her first
romantic fumblings with an amorous Valentine?
" My first kiss was with this guy called A lbert,
who used to hang around the flats where I lived.
We were in love for two seconds. I was 15. My
first date was when I was 16. I was meeting a
guy that I liked at a local disco. He ignored me
all night."
Ooh the cheeky perisher! So, besides being
badly treated by a spotty adolescent, what's
Kim's idea of a perfect date?
" Going to dinner, because it's quiet, you can
sit down, get to know each other, suss each
other out. Afterwards perhaps a nice walk,
providing you're wrapped up warmly of course."
One particular date resulted in Kim stepping
out with that Craig Logan bloke from Bros. How
did she meet him?
"God I'm sick of this question. Sorry, I met
Craig at Wembley when Bros played there. I
went backstage, we got chatting and he asked
me to dinner."
Does the fact that they're both famous make

the relationship easier?
" The main thing is that you're attracted to
each other, that you have the same things in
common and that it's a relaxed relationship. I
know what you're saying because I could meet
a bricklayer, for instance, who'll be totally in awe
of the people I know and the circles I move in,
but it depends on the individual. Some people
are impressed, others aren't."
So, does she think that Craig's her perfect
partner?
"Being with Craig has its perks. He
understands my job, the fact that I have to travel
and work long hours. He's gqod for me, he's so
easy going, intelligent, patient, he's very down
to earth, very genuine. He has this little halo on
top of his head and wings and he ·t1ys about a
bit."

A

part from the angelic Craig, what other
things does Kim hold dear?
"My family, my 11-year-old daughter, my health
and memories. It sounds a bit corny doesn't it?"
she admits. " My work is very important to me
too. I'd sacrifice certain things for my work at the
moment."
At the other extreme, there are things that she
doesn't like. " I don't like liars. All people tell lies
to a certain extent of course, but I really hate
dishonest people. I dislike all negative or nasty
people. I don't like the war, but to be truthful I
choose to ignore it and just get on with it. That
may sound selfish, but there's not a lot we can
do about it is there? What are we fighting for
anyway? I'd be so scared if I had a son out
there."
In these war-torn times, how does Kim view
the importance of music in the grand scheme of
things?
" I think that music is a great thing. We need it
more than ever now. We need happy music, we

hings in common and that it's a

relaxed relationship"

need something to pick us up and that's what I
felt when I came back with 'Don't Worry', even
before the Gulf crisis began, because over the
years I'd watched the charts deteriorate.
"They were appalling six months ago. I don't
think it was because I was getting old either,
because I asked my daughter and she agreed. It
was all very anti-social and morbid dancing, with
everybody posing and pointing at each other.
Now it's better, because there's more thought
goirig in there. There are melodies, yeah! You
can sing along now."
Having said that, your mentors Stock Aitken
Waterman have had a tough time lately. There's
only Kylie and Jason left.
"If I were them I'd take a break. Sometimes
you need to. Their songs have everything a pop
song should, but I t.hink they need to be hungry
again. When Mel and myself went to them we
were all starving, we all wanted things. Mel and I
wanted to be onstage, sing, dance and be loved
by everybody, while Pete and the boys wanted
to have loads of awards and gold discs.all over
the place."
ack then, Mel and Kim cut dashing female
Jack-the-lad figures, clubbing all night and
rolling home with the milk. Does she do that
now?
" No, I can't stand clubs now. All those sweaty
bodies, smelling people who haven't sprayed
themselves. I need my beauty sleep. If you're
still clubbing in your late thirties then you really
are a sad individual. You have no base and
obviously nothing at home. I prefer going to
restaurants or entertaining at home."
Kim's not one to let the passing of years get
her qown. "You're as old as you feel. I'm 29, but
I feel like 21 . I do stupid things, I have a giggle
and muck about with my daughter. I'm the baby,
she's the mum. She's more responsible than
me."
So what does a 29-year-old ex-dubber do in
her spare time?
"I watch soaps - I love 'Coronation Street'. I
hate Mavis though. Derek should just strangle
her, bury her in the garden, then tell everyone
she's gone to visit her mum. She's so weak. I
love Bet though; she's got a lot more spunk in
her; you could definitely go to her with your
problems.
" I tried knitting once but I could only do a
square. I couldn't do armpits or necklines so it
was like, 'A scarf anyone?'. I soon knocked that
on the head.''
Besides being able to knit something more
intricate than a scarf of Doctor Who proportions,
Kim does have another driving ambition.
"I'd still like to be singing and dancing in 20
years' time. I'd like to be another Tina Turner.
She's amazing because she still has lots of
energy. She's lived her life to the full and I
admire her. She gives me hope. You look at her
and Cliff Richard, say, and you see something
to aim for."
Now come on Kim, as big as Tina Turner yes,
but Cliff? The man who invented rock 'n' roll? I
don't think so.
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t the band who prFach "no hipp1,chic~) .
---- ancl surrender to pressu~
to lay down th ~

INTERVIEW: TIM NICHOLSON

PICTURES: KLANGER & BOINK

When Soho's peace-loving 'Hippychick' hit
DRESSED TO-KILL
the charts in January, Cuff twins Pauline
One of the more perverse ways in which
~IJUIII~ ., Jackie and cohort Tim London couldn't
war in the Middle East has affected
, ave envisaged George Bush's battle with
everyday life on the home front is the
the 'Bastard Of Baghdad' (© The Star,
--pressure that has bee(l..,,brought to bear on
The Sun, The Sport etc) touching them.
bands with aggressive names to choose
But when Pauline and Jackie appeared on
sensitive ones.
'Top Of The Pops' wearing their now
While Tim Siri'fenon was being persuaded
infamous CND dresses, they joined the
to drop the Bomb, Bristol's Massive Attack
rapidly lengthening list of pop stars who
were being told that in the future they are
have fallen foul of the war cabinet's board
simply going to be Massive. The KLF's
of censors. Tim takes up the story:
number one single '3am Eternal' has had a
' 'After a couple of rehearsals for 'Top Of
silencer attached to its machine gunfire
The Pops', someone mentioned the fact
openin_g and, some might say 20 years too
that I had a 'No War' sticker on my guitar
late, Lulu's revered war cry, ' Boom
and the floor manager asked if there would
Bang-A-Bang', has been scrambled from
be a problem about going on without it.
the airwaves.
0
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.. We got word th a t
on 'Go i ng Live '

we wouldn't be allowed to go

If we wore tho s e

dresses becaus

complaints after 'Top Of The Pops'

" We were due to do Phillip Schofield's show
on Radio 1 the Sunday after 'Top Of The
Pops'," continues Tim. " When we got there the
producer said 'We're not talking about the war'.
It's the BBC's way. They won't tell you not lo do
something, but you're left in no doubt about how
to keep them happy."
Which is why The KLF so readily dropped
their guns; which Is why Massive chose not to
Attack; which is why Tim Simenon's Bass will n0
tonger be Bombed. Everyone wants their
records to sell, and you won't get far without a
few spins on Radio 1.
" It's a conspiracy of silence," concludes Tim.
"Nobody actually comes out and says 'You
can't do this', or 'You can't do that', but we all
know the implications and we all want our
records played. Aod I'm not trying to count Spho
out of this conspiracy. We went on 'Going Live'
without the CND logo on the dresses and said
nothing, and that means we are tarred with the
same brush."

" Jonathon Kin g
Is just totally
nai"ve. H e
does n ' t
unders ta nd
th a t

what he

does i n

this

life w i ll c o m e
bac k

to him i n
t he next"
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After we'd thOught about it we decided that if
anyone told us we couldn't go on with the guitar
then we'd walk out. We waited, thinking 'Shit,
are we doing the right thing?', but in the end
nothing more was said and we went on with the
dresses and the guitar."
" But, at the time, the dresses hadn't even
been mentioned," explains Pauline. " It was
after we'd been on that most people apparently
complained. And it was then that we got word
that we wouldn't be allowed to go on 'Going
Live' if we wore those dresses, because there
had been 150 complaints after 'Top Of The
Pops'."
" How can people be offended by a peace
symbol?" asks Jackie, her head still spinning
with the hypocrisy of ii all. " After that, it just got
worse, to the point when they didn't want us to
caJk about the war on the radio."
30 R

N'I

ALL TOGETHER NOW
"What we really need," says Tim, " is for
artists to band together and refuse to
compromise over these things. But it's so
difficult now, because everyone is out for
themselves. ourselves included, and there's
no unity, so there's no strength. I'd love
bands such as ourselves and The Farm to
stand against this stupid censorship, but it's
a difficult thing to organise."
The sweet trony of this tale is that while
much effort has gone Into blacklisting
superficial things like references to guns.
bombs, attacks, sand, heroes and peace.
the serious anti-war messages of songs
such as 'Hlppychick' and The Farm's 'All
Together Now' have been overlooked - or
deemed too subtle for the average listener
to comprehend.
Jackie agrees: " I thought 'Hippychick'
was bound to be put on this list. But
you're right, they do seem to think that
listening to a song's lyrics is beyond most
people."
" It's great in a way," says Tim,
" because it's real subversion. The fact that
Radio 1 are still playing The Farm's record
to death, just because it Isn't called 'Slop
The War Now', makes them look so
stupid."
A further example of this extreme
sensitivity amuses the Cuffs greatly.
" I don't know if this is exactly true,"
offers Jackie, " but you know the AA advert
where there's a father and son on a beach
and the father says 'Are you sure you
don't know where you buried the car?' and
the little boy shouts . . , [Al this point
Pauline joins in on cue to shou~ '. . . In
the sand! I'm not helping much, am I
dad?." Jackie continues: "Well apparently,
that's be:m taken off for the reference to
sand. The whole thing Ts a sick joke."
A sick joke at the expense of the 'most
serious war ·since 1939-45, and a

••

trivialising attitude that Soho haven't time
for.
" I don't think any of us can fully
comprehend the importance and the scale
of what's happening," says Tim. ''You
asked what I think of the press coverage
of the war. What press coverage? We're
being told nothing lik.e the truth, and we
won't be until we're totting up the cost
afterwards."
" They keep telling us about the mass of
support for the war," says Jackie, " but I
can't find anyone who will admit to wanting
it. A friend of ours finally gave up reading
The Sun the other day because their
attitude to this war is Just sickening. We
won't talk to The Sun or The Star,
because at least that way, when they print
things that they claim you said, you have
a totally clear conscience. It's the only way
to be sure,"
SUN KING
One Sun writer they were forced to talk to
recently was columnist, broadcaster and
professional irritant Jonathon King. Added
to the list of personal appearances at the
King-arranged Great British Music Weekend,
Soho were wheeled onto the Wembley
stage to introduce their video. A nice bit of
promotion for the single, but in the light of
King's humorously Intentioned statement
that "the reason there are no female or
black artists on the bill is because· I don't
like blacks and I don't like females", the
band were left in no doubt as to the
motive behind their presence.
"We were there as token blacks and
token females, " claims Pauline. " It was
blatantly obvious."
"Jonathon King is just totally na'ive,''
says Tim, gaining a thunderous look and a
quick rebuff from Jackie.
" How can you say he's na'ive? He
knows exactly what he's doing and what
he's saying."
" I know," counters Tim. " But he doesn't
understand that what he does in this life
will come back to him in the next. Now
that's na'ivel"
Sounds like a bit of the Hippychick
slipping out there.
" That's not Sixties hippy values,"
answers Tii:n. "The world is too cynical for
that now. We can't afford to be as na'ive
ourselves. We have to use the cynicism
and knowledge of the Nineties to fight
ideas like those we see splashed all over
the tabloids.
''Our words aren't going to change
people's lives, but we are in a privileged
posilion and if Record Mirror is kind
enough and brave enough to give us the
chance lo speak out at a time when
everyone is being gagged, then we'll lake
it every time."
Soho have got no flowers for your guns,
but they've got plenty of ammunition left.
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man machine
·hit wonders are all too common in
British dance so it's refreshing to hear
Man Machine maintaining a high
standard. His third single, ' Animal', Is an
electronic jungle of high pitched squeaks
and Amazonian rhythms that'll have you
wiggling it more than just a little bit. Ed
Stratton Is the human behind Man Machine

OIi

definition of sound

and is no stranger to chart success - he
was one half of the Jack 'N' Chill duo that
scored one of the first house hits with 'The
House That Jack Built' and his first two
efforts as Man Machine also fared well.
' Animal' is out nes.t week on Outer
Rhythm

We've already had
hip hop fused with jazz and house, but now prepare for a new
breed of rap mixed with jangly guitars, swirling organ and
baggily-fringed beats.
Definition Of Sound are the distinctive culprits who could put
a cat among the Mancunian pigeons with their definitive second
single, 'Wear Your Love Like Heaven'. The two London lads, Kev
Won and The Don, first found acclaim with the moniker Top
Billin', but a fruitless_record deal held back early attempts to
unleash their mellow soulful rap mixed with a finely-honed
songwriting talent.
As Definition Of Sound, their debut offering 'Now Is Tomorrow'
was sadly overlooked, but the new waxing is a real humdinger
with a dead catchy Sixties pop style singalong chorus and a
loud and proud vocal delivery. But if you think their aspirations
are pure hippy-hop psychedelia, think again. As they say on the
B-side: "We don't know nothin' about daisies." Richie Blackmore
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The wee k 's n e w club promos and
r emixes r e v iew e d b y James Hamilton
and Gra eme P a rk
URBAN SOUL
'Alright'
(Coollempo COOLLXW 321)

What a record! The fabulous Roland
Clark (sounding a wee bit like Prince)
and the delightful Ceybil share vocals on
this slonking, pounding, grooving,
key-changing, melodic, rhythmic funky,
soulful, uplempo, uplifting, New York,
garagey, monster of a lune which is just
completely wonderful to dance to, and
possibly even bener to listen to . . . phew!
The sort of record !hat makes discerning
crowds, like mine for instance. flip. (GP)

TRIBAL HOUSE
'Mainline'
(Cool<empo COOL~W 229)

A garage groove lhat could be described
as ' A.F.R.I.C.A.' part two, but is in fact
funkier and more melodic, but just as
heavy. A fine tune indeed that's a joy to
play and mix with, and Is already going
down a treat with my audiences. Actually,
if your crowd don't like !his, I'd give up.
(GP)

GRACE FEATURING LORRAINE
SCOTI 'Ecstasy'

Creative Source went wrong. The
'Original Mix' appears and after one
listen lo this mid-paced and plodding
funky groove, you'll see just why the
'Hypnotech' mix just fails (for me,
anyway). But the highlight of this record
has to be the superbly fine 'Garage Mix',
which isn't really garage but more classic
disco. It's full of horns and strings, and
has the most delightful pick guitar over a
classic disco beat. This is the version to
play without a shadow of a doubt. (GP)

THE BROTHERS OF THE HEAD
'Brother Man'
(White label, via Jetslar STD 261)

You must have noticed haw every. year
(especially recently) British produced
dance-club records get funkier and
funkier and better and better. Well, this is
one of the funkiest UK grooves I've heard
in a while. Its got a great rap, a great
down tempo break ~eat, (not a vastly
overused one), wah wah guitar and the
most divine soulful backing vocals. An
absolutely brilliant record that is just as
good as the fabulo\;G Young Disciples'
'Apparently Nothin" , and that's saying
something Indeed. (GP)

(Fourth and Broadway 12 BAW 208)

An excellent American cover of Barry
White's 'Ecstasy (When You Lay Down
Next To Me)' thal appears in four mixes.
The 'Hypnotech Mix' by Creative Source
is probably the most polished and
commercial of !hem, and to be honest,
I'm not keen: it's a bit too cluttered and
busy and makes you think the track is
faster than it actually is. DJ Crypt's 'Crypt
Mix' takes the track into a hip hop groove
and is quite good, because it deviates
from the original rather than trying to
improve on it which is where, I think,
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CARMEL
'And I Take It For Granted'
(London LONXDJ 282)

Remixed by Brian Eno (yes. Brian Eno).
this ambiently piano introed tune turns
out to be a mid-paced, break beat driven
funk groove with superb vocals (wnat a
catchy, eerie chorus) that tits alongside
Brown and Sharpe, Young Disciples and
Brothers Of The Head quite easily. (GP)

INNER CITY
'Till We Meet Again'

(Ten TENG 337 DJ)

(Delphinus Delphis DD 001)

I can't believe it . . . Another completely
fabulous record. Remixed from their
recent album, this Is typically brilliant.
The 'Reese In Rio' mix kicks off with a
muted jazzy trumpet before launching
into a Paris Gray stuttered mid-paced
shuttle beat all over a heavy dropping
bassline. The acoustic guitar takes you
by surprise and plays a killer of a ritt, then
Byron Stingily starts wainng. Disco
techno! You can't tail with a record this
good. The 'Places And Spaces' mix has
a lot more space in it and features more
of that trumpet and lots of great
percussion. t love it . . . Kevin
Saunderson gets slower, funkier and
more original with every release white
loads of people are still trying to ape his
original techno sounds and style. Shake
the man's hand. You've got to progress
(take note all you techno wannabees)
(GP)

From Jazzy M's Oh Zone-Vinyl Zone
empire comes this beautifully sung,
uptempo, techno-funk monster of a track
which my 'Brain' audience is currently
going wild to. Produced by M Long with
Julian Jonah, this is a raw record with
great mate vocals and wonderful synth
chOrds, piano and strings with a bit of a
real bass as well. Good dub. (GP)

ZZONE INC
'Cosmic Dance'
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EVIL ROY
'Ecstasy (Need You Now)'
(Made On Earth MIIDE 002)

Don't let the title of the artJst (or, for that
matter the title of the song) put you off . . .
this is not a mad rave record (although I
did play it last at a rave in Kent where it
went down a treat, although I think that
was probably because everyone was
sick of the 125 bpm instrumental, techno,
hard, heavy house, that was being
played beforehand), but a mellow funky
groove with some superb male vocals
and a fine hip hop beat. There's a great
synth sequence and a deep, deep
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The column that DJs read
NETWORK RECORDS are rush
releasing here the suddenly much talked
about True Faith featuring Final
Cut's 'Take Me Away' (in lhree versions,
its original 1989 mix from Detroit's
Paragon Records plus not only a
remake of the current bootleg remix that
incorporates Kaos's 'Definition Of Love·.
to which Network convenient.ly has the
rights as well. but also a brand new remix
by Nexus 21), this logical looking
successcr to The Source featuring
Candi Staton being the track that
amongst other treatments was remade
by The Mix Master (an alter ego of DJ
Lelewel) as the Italian flip to 'Grand
Piano', his adaptation being then
bootlegged a year ago as part of the
'Take Sting Away On Acid EP' and now
remixed on the Pin Up Girls label, while
a cover version by Sweet Marcy
featuring Natasha has already been
about on Blip and another by the
Awesome 3 is due soon on A&M:PM I
The DJ Mixing Championships UK Final
is being held at Chippenham's
Golddiggers on Wednesday. March 6,
while the World Final will presumably
again take place as part of the
International DJ Convention, due to
run through the first weekend in April
(venues and precise dates unspecrtied
so far) . . . Ashley Waring has been
joined at Island doing club and radio

promotion for 4th + B'way by musical
" know it all" Gavin Wright, previously
at Balham's Record Corner shop 4+ B incidentally have picked up the
CFM Band's enduring import hit 'Jazz It
Up' for UK release in a fortnight, and are
re-releasing Wally Badarou's ultra
influential old 'Chief Inspector' from 1985
(source of countless ritts and rhythm
tracks since!) in a brand new remix by
Nomad Soul .
Under Cover
Movement's 'Moonstompin" is being
fully distributed via Pinnacle from the
end of this week, its creator Mark Ryder
(re the review two issues ago) clarifying
that he started out by always etching
messages into the vinyl of his Strictly
Underground logo's releases (which
last summer, ot course, included an
otherwise
totally
label-less black
pressing of TTO) and it was actually he
who gave to his old mate and near
neighbour Andre Jacobs this and other
of the ideas used now also by the latter
for D-Zone Records! . . . Mark
meanwhile is launching another logo
striclly for techno releases, Dance
Movement Records, which will include
"the ultimate bleep record" called just
'The Bleep' plus 'Crazy Techno·, both by
as yet un-named spin-offs of Under
Cover Movement . .. York's Zlggys
this Thursday (14) again becomes The
Sweat Box, with DJs Bri G, Rockee

►

Caveman

COOL

Hot on the heels
of the Hendrix
anniversary
shenanigans and
the gritty Jeans
advert comes
Caveman's 'I 'm
Ready', out on
February 25.
Pillaging the guitar
god's 'Crossto wn
Traffic' like a Viking on speed, the track Is a worthy
follow-up to the battering (ho ho) provided by 'Fry
You Like Fish', and a taster for their album 'Positive
Reaction' due in March. If this record were a
member of the mighty Liverpool team, it would be
Stevie McMahon. Grrrl
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and Chris Sweet's last stuff downstairs
plus Soul Pete and Bry Walker's
soothing.soul upstairs ... Ona Worfd's
Beano this Saturday (16! at Belfast ~rt
College h"as-hxpnotizln' Hlbrld playif)9
liVe plus DJs Keith Connolly; Alan
Ferris, IUe O'Grady & Paul McCouft
. . . Euphoria '91 Thursdays ii]
Southamplon currently see Gary G'
spinning sweet soul and swlngbeat in the.
Moscow Bar 8,30·11pm (£2 admission
but cheap fbdka and Fosters), will! free
entry lrom there before 10.30pm into the
neighbouring Escape Club Jor Mark'O.
PJ Sweet, DJ Ramos .& $lmon A'.s
hardcore house, rap 'n' ragga until ·2am •
. .,Phll Jay's f'ridays at The VIiiagers in
Blackneatt,, tUdden in' the woods south
east of Goildford between Wonersh and
Alb\Jr:y, are now into !hair fifth succes.s ful
year and he has hope~ of his restaned
Tuesdays there being just as hot too ...
Howard Platt, the popular own~r of Gt.
Yarmoult1's Tiffany&, had ifheart attack
and died two weekends ago . . , Tlie
Main Event weekllnder's guest acts at
Pwllhell Starc:oast World over Match
112/3 now include Mal11 SoJJrc:e, Ga119
starr, Dreai:n Watiiors. Olrtlaw
Poiise, Dadely Freddy, Nomad,
Nexus· 21, Rhythmatlc, LFO, Dream
Frequenc:y, Ught Of The World,
Brand New Heavies, James Taylor
Quartet, Galllano, The
Tyrrel
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(NEW) SAME SONG Digital Underground
Big Life
The wacky boys are back with a super funky rap that will surely put tr,im ,n the
charts this time round
2
TELLMETHATYOU'LLWAIT Culture Beat
Epic
I

3
ANIMAL Man Machine
Outer Rhythm
4 (NEW) PUMPTHATSOUND Clubland
Zyx
Quartz collaborate with the Swedes to create another pumpin' cut
S
WEAR YOUR LOVE LIKE HEAVEN Definition O f Sound
Circa
6
I DON'T COME ANY OTHER WAY Sonny Souchon
Siren
7 (NEW) THE WORLD JUST KEEPS ON TURNING Candi & The
Backbeac
White Label
Catchy. commercoal, ManotrornK-like: this could be a massive crossover h,t
8
LOST IN MUSIC Stereo MC's
4th + B'Way
9
GOOD BEATEllis In Wonderland
Italian BCR
10 (NEW) PLAYING WITH KNIVES Bizarre Inc
Vinyl Solution
Cor 1 A W eO 'ard. no nonsense house workout for the fuUy fil

11
THROUGH Victoria Wilson James
Epic
12 (NEW) GOD IS IN THE HOUSE fl.umbledub
ffrr
Off•the•wall house ,nstrumental Nith all kinds of heavenly overtones
13 (NEW) ACTIVITY Accivlcy
White Label
Another mystenous white label - house beats and deep. grl.llgy noises
14
TILL WE MEET AGAIN Inner City
Ten
15 (NEW) KINDA GROOVY Cool 2
White Label
Jazzy. funky lune with a retro Seventies feel. One for the groover,
16
LOVE LU.V Julian Cope
Island
17 (NEW) RUNNIN' SO HARD N itelite Cityrama
Italian Mighty Quinn
It's the slowed down D-Train bits that make this otherwise ordinary Italian

Corporation and Donna Gardlar, wittl
more to be added - bool<ing detallS'from
,LlveWire on 081·364 1212 . .. Kaos 1
over the weekend of April 19120121, !hi~
the latest in a sellout seifes being now al 18
Camber Sands Ppntlns, will feature D~ 19
Danny Ram_pllr19, Paul Oakanfolil, 20
Pete Tong, Nicky Holloway, Andy
Weatherall, Terry Farley, Phll Pe~!
"'Fat Tony, Fabio, Groove Rfder,
J■z,zy M , Glen Gunner,1, Johnny
Walke'r , Carl Cox, 11.oc:l!y & DlffelJ
Nanc:y Noise, DJ Face, ·,Steve Leei
Ray Keith, Darren Emerson, Marvl'l
Connor plu,s appropriate live acts
PAs - booRlng detans frorp LlveW)re
on 081-364 1666. or general enquiries
fr'om The Jncredl~e Organization on
081-392 2922 .• . Capital FM DJs Pat
Mick's four,tt, Stock Altken Wliterma
produced -annual Help A toooon Clluu
cnarity single will be a revival of JJmrni
Bo Horne's 'Gimme Some' ... Tracy
Ackerman,
ha\/ing
impersonated,
Minnie Rlptllf1ab fol Mautvo'll revivaJ
of 'Loving You', also supplied the 1<ylla
sl}lle choruses tor Rico's 'M(x Back ll)
Time' . . . Inner qlfy havp used for their,I
video of 'TIil We Meet ~aiO: tl\e
ct)oreographer MadGJlna used for hjli
vid of 'Vogue", wh(ch may or may not~
a eoinc(dehce as 'they reckon 'Vpgui91
borrowed a bit from their -blcf M, 'Ain;1
Nobody Befter'I . , , AS IT GROOVES!

an~

CUT

production speoal

POSSESSED Awesome 3
THE WICKEDEST SOUND Rebel MC
DON'T STOP Nefatinl

A&M
Citybeat
US Select

Cool Cuts htgli1ghts I.he most 1111'ltfvabve and happeoing sot..nds
aaa.;;s the co1.m•~,
comn.led
wth the Mlp of O/1s. Gty Sounds, 8
" ,
rProctor 5l London WCI. 071--105 54S4. and Zoom Records, 188
Camden H,g/1 $.l Londo<, NWI , 071-267 4479. It ~ no1 • sal,s chact
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original mix (which Is the one every one
was playing) Is on the flip for those who
are still trying to get hold of it. Soon to be
followed by a terrific mix by If? A hit and
already huge (again) on my dancefloors,

(GP)

FEATURING
DREAMHOUSE
CAESAR
'Jump And Prance'
(promo ONGO 001)

bouncy bassline; a bluesy, jazzy guitar
and some great original samples
courtesy of consistently on form Dave
Lee (who mixed lh1s). Check Olli the rare
groove-ish 'Funky Boy' mix which has a
grea1 organ and superb brass. One slab
ol E deftnitely worth getting hold oil (GP)

FIRE
'My Love Is'
c..i,tlol 120 LDJ 600)
II' you pick up this record, make sure (to

a\/Old potential embarrassment} lhat you
play ·DJ Pierre's House Instrumental UK
Edit which is clearly marked with a big
above average piano
red 'A'. It's
dnven house tune lh&t has the mark of
'he fabulous Pierre all over •I This was
bog (very big) w,th my Hacienda
audience. A great mix which Jusl lsn'I
long enough. Be carelul ii you work In a
dark club nol to play side B. 'DJ Pierre"s
In De House Mlx', because it could mean
Ille end ol your career. like lhe A side.
rhe backing supplied by Pierre Is superb,
bul lhe song and vocals are absolutely
sh1lel I mean appalling ... You'd have lo
be deaf to like it and Capitol must agree,
01herwise they wouldn't have got Pierre

,1n
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In to make a silk purse from a sow·s ear.
Even then they edit out Iha vocals for lhe
A-side! Just goes to show, you can't
po6sh a turd, eh? (GP)

Joey 'Pal Joey' Longo·s first UK
production is a ragga house tune with a
strong offbeat rhythm and loads of
toasting from Caesar. I much prefer the
instrumental 'Dream' mix which has
some great vibes and is less ragga with
all the excellent Pal Joey t:ademal1<s

(GP)

LAND OF FUN FEATURING
CAROL HALL
'In the Basement'

DEEE-LITE
'How Do You Say . . . Love?'

{Pchce 12EMOJ 160)

(Elektra EKR11sn

Superbly remixed by Pete Heller and
Terry Fa~ey with a blinding sax from
Stewart Dace of Deep Joy, this is a funky
monster groove with jazzy piano chords
and thrilling and exciting female vocal. A
groove and a hattl Much Improved from
when it originally appeared on Import a
couple of months ago. You can compare
this 'Deep Joy' mix with ttoe originals on
this 12-inch. (GP)

SLAM SLAM
'Move (Dance All Night)'
{MCA WMCST 1503)

David Morales remixes this huge track
wondertully for Its long overdue reissue.
His ' Slammln" and 'Red Zone' mixes
give the track more of a funky disco feel
w~h a great rising bassline, guilar solo
and lots of space. Tony Humphries'

ApparenUy rush released right now
although only just promoed, this breezy
sometimes bleeping but specialist strider
has been serviced to DJs in merely Its
simple sparse drum tapped and jazzily
chording keyboards driven bounding A
Delicious Pal Joey Dub {121'¼bpm), with
Lady Miss Kier's whispered repetition of
its tiUe line its only lyric (making a groove
rather than a song, surely out in a more
commercial mix too?), flipped by a
Bootsy Collins conversational comments
augmented 'Groove Is In The Heart
(Bootsified to the Nth Degree)'
(121 'hbpm) remix of trniir earlier hit. OH)

DREAM WARRIORS
'Ludi'
(4th
More

+ B'way 12 BRW 206)
siralghtforward

without

any

speeded up double tempo this time
(specially so King Lou Robinson's
mother, to whom It's dedicaled, can
dance to itl), the Toronto rappers'
pleasant recreation ol th6 cool harmony
backed rolling 'Rudi' style of rock steady
that preceded reggae during the late
Sixties is In a Double Trouble Club Mix
(92¼bpm) or penny whistle tones piped
Original and Drop Out Mixes (91 ½ bpm),
coupled also with the staccato wordy
'Very Easy To Assemble But Hard To
Take Apart (Generation Gap Mix)'
(108bpm) featuring rap and piano by
Slim 'Jazz Legend' Gaillard (as they call
' enigmatic 1930s veteran). OH)

COLONEL ABRAMS
'Bad Timing'
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Hamme r'

(124 'h bpm)
(Capilol 12Cl 610)
Driven at a lickety spit by blatantly
exciting samples from James Brown's
'Super Bad', a beat that cooler rappers
haven't considered hip to the hop for
years, this therefore unsubtle but
obviously very commercial frantic jerky
leaper revolves around the title line
slogan from Hammer's TV commercial
for Pepsi, promoed in 12-inch Remix and
more percussive jittery frenetic Uh-Oh
Here Comes The Hammer versions,
apparently an instrumental version being

C

o

due too on the released 12-inch along
possibly with the old 'U Can'I Touch This
{LP Version)' (133bpm) that alone
couples the 7-inch Edit. (JH)

CAVEMAN
'I'm Ready' {110¼bpm)
(Profile PROFT 330. via Pinnacle)
Rapped by MCM through grunglng guitar
from Jimi Hendrix's 'Crosstown Traffic',
this funkily drummed strong angry jiggler
has a less bassily mixed Original Version
too, flipped (on a good value four-tracker
that deserves to sell well) by the
infectious two note guitar and brass riff
backed jittery fast talking 'Pages And

Pages· (121¼bpm), and staccato
shuffling 'Back To Cause Mayhem'
(113¼bpm), all cut by Diamond J. (JH )

GEORGE MICHAEL
'Soul Free' (88 1hbpm)
(Epic 656647 6)
Deceptively slow as It's full of Jauntily hall
steppin' bounce that somehow seems
much faster, this terrific Thrashing Doves
meet Soul 11 Soul type piano jangled and
flute tootled semi-falsetto jiggter was
always his album's best track but is
officially only flip to the breathy Paul
McCartney-ish
'Heal
The
Pain'
{105bpm). (JH)

(US Horus Records VR-1252)
Hopefully good timing for the long
overdue re1urn (on a Miami based label)
of not only the proto-house pioneering hit
maker bul also his current producer, 1he
once even more stellar Larry Blackmon.
this Colonel and Cameo combining
comeback being a 1hroatily moaned
lurching urgent wriggly canterer in its
House Version (1163/•bpm), with sparser
thumping Club Remix, girt rasped rawly
thudding Dub Mix, starkly smacking
Radical House Mix, and soulfully striding
Extended and Edited Radio Mix versions
too (all others 117bpm), none however
sounding like a definitive 1991 style mix.
(JH)

BELL BIV DeVOE
'B.B.D. (I Thought It Was Me )?
(Frankie
Foncett
M ix)'
(105¼bpm)
(MCA Records MCAX 1461)
New Edition members Ricky Bell,
Michael Bivins and Ronnie DeVoe's US
R&B chart topper from last year Is finally
out here neXl week on almost a mini
'Greatest Hits' UK remix three-tracker,
this Hank Shocklee/Eric 'Vietnam'
Sadler/Keith
Shocklee
co-created
tenderly whispered, crooned and chatted
jiggler being in a still confusion introed
but now juddery lurching new UK remix.
flipped likewise by S & P Jervier Full Rub
Mixes of the much more infectious here
percussively tapping older jittery new
jack swing 'Polson' (110bpm) and funky
rare groove breakbeats weaving 'Do Mel'
►
(107bpm). (JH )
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SURFACE
'The First Time' (63bpm)

warm for a while now. OH)

(CBS 656476 6)
Selling steadily for the last month to soul
lurvers althOugh yet to hit any dance
charts here, the guys' US pop chart
topping tenderly harmonised mushy
sweet yearning smoocher is the only
newie on a romantic four-tracker fleshed
out for greater UK appeal with 1986's
classic groin grindingly jogging 'Happy'
(98bpm), 1988's ·Juicy Fruit'-ishly
tempoed 'Closer Than Friends' (97bpm)
and Lionel Richie-esque 'Shower Me
With Your Love' (65'/2bpm). OH)

STEREO MC'S
'Lost In Music (Ultimatum
Remix)' (114bpm)
(4th + B'way/Gee Street 12BRW 198)

KEITH THOMPSON
'I Want What You've Got'
(US Powerlraxx Records PTX-12-02)
With some mildly bleeping synth and
soulful groaning, this Brooklyn recorded
rambling but beelily rumbling house
canterer has an underlying old fashioned
Giorgio Moroder type drive in its long
Club (1 22·121¾bpm) and instrumental
Dub (121¾bpm), !lipped by lighter,
bounding
tighter,
more
tunefully
Extended Radio {122bpm) and Radio
(121 ¾ bpm) versions, plus a Chantapella
{122bpm), selling for several weeks. OH)

NOUVEAUX NATION
'It's Just A Dream'
(US House Jam Records HJA 9016)
With a grammatically incorrect name tt
one is pedantic about use of the French
plural, but no matter, Edward 'Getdown'
moaned
Crosby's
mournful
guy
unhurriedly thumping old lashioned
1987-style house loper is In Club and
vocal Dub Mixes (119 1/:abpm), flipped by
New York and stullery instrumental
House Of Music Mixes (119¾bpm),

Thankfully forsaking all pretence of street
cred, the Sari Londoners now head
straight for the chart with a terrific
rumblingly chugging chunky pop rap
given a jauntily drawled Jagger cum
ragga type vocal and catchily building
"aw-huh, aw-huh, I just can't hold it
bacl<' chorus chant (Sister Sledge's main
influence is in the title), flipped by a
strong Instrumental plus the " in the heart
of Africa" punctuated
ploppingly
meandering 'Early One Morning'
(109¾bpm), out next week and sounding
like a smash. OH)

CFM BAND
'Jazz It Up' (105/210bpm)
{4th + B'way 12 BRW 216)
Reynald 'Crazy Frenchman' Deschamps'
enduring import seller by his Crazy
French Man Band is a Warren
Rosenstein keyboarded and Richie
Weeks scatted dynamite jazz jumper,
and
fingersnapplngly
polyrhythmic
reminiscent of Chill Fae-Torr's similarly
double-tempo 'Twist (Round 'N' Round)',
here tor some reason now even faster in
just its Jazz and Jam Mixes, coupled
more routinely by the Seventies disco
and 1986 house samples combining also
now faster 'Dance To The Music (Body
Action)' in just its Dance Mix (126bpm).
good too but less exceptional. OH)

(ftrr FXDJ 152)
Co-created with One World, this wah
wah wukka wukka-ed and for a time early
Jackson 5 copying ultra jittery percussive
funky chanter has been promoed in
Steve Anderson's terrific nervily jumping
Piano Mix (109¼bpm), plus the act's
own rhythm track emphasising Club Mix
(109bpm)
and
sparser
burbling
Groundbeat Selection (10811!,bpm),
coupled also by the jauntily jiggling rare
groove ragga-funk 'Don't Cross The
Tracks' (107bpm) featuring The Sons Of
Judah repetitively reprising some of the
above's chanted quotes and others from
Diana's Brothers' oldies amidst shifting
beats and riffs (but only one brief blast of
Maceo, at the start!). OH)

THE REDMEN
'You're My Way' (120¼bpm)
(Italian W ['dvblju(:)] records W 2201)
Selling well on Walter Marnelt's oddly
named label (that's not a mistake!), via
Beat Club Records, this keyboards
jangled and percussion scrubbed
vigorously churning ltalo house pounder
is practically overpowered by a
quaveringly pitched anonymous wailing
lady who adds immensely to its
relentless excitement, with bassier
thrumming Radio (120½bpm), spacey
raving Night (120½bpm), and thundering
Clear (120¼bpm) versions too. OH)

COLLAPSE
'My Love'
(CUyBeat• CBE 1261, via WEA)
Labelled on Its original Italian pressing as
being by Claps but renamed here for
perhaps obvious reasons, this corny
"hear the drummer get wicked' rapping
guy prodded pastiche of many other ftato

house hits is none the less exciting in its
own right, wilh a tense tong build up
before the frenetic rhythm, jangly
keyboards and squawking girls all kick
into its Atmosphera and Basic Mixes
( 122bpm), and emptier episodic Ambient
Drops (121¾bpm) dub, out next week.
OH)

THE
UNDERGROUND
SOLUTION Featuring JASMINE
'Luv Dancin' (Remix)'
{US Strictly Rhythm SA 1227)
Roger Sanchez joined by Sinister Frank
J has remixed his recent import hit to
make it even hotter, the apparently
Loose Jointz 'All Over Your Face· based
simple sinewy thrumming jazz-funky
bass chugger having a full female vocal
now as well as its repetitive " you've got,
you've got, you've got me /uv dancin "
refrain in its new Extended Vocal and
Radio Edit ( 1231/,bpm), flipped by
wailingly introed but then largely
instrumental flute tootled Final Solution
and
completely
instrumental
Underground Mixes ( 123bpm), selling
well. OH)

MAN MACHINE
'Anlmal (Primeval Interface)'
(124¼bpm)
(Ouler Rhyt11m/Oval MMAN 3T, via
Rough Trade)
Opening with the advice ''This should be
played at high volume, preferably in a
residential area", this jungle noises
washed
lhrobbing
and
pattering
percussion groove has some low
frequency oscillations but refreshingly is
not a bleeper {it's not exactly 'Jingo'
either, but it'll have its uses for a while),
coupled however with the twittery

and
droning
cliched
bleeping
raves-aimed
'Shout'
in
The
Communicator (122bpm) and morse
code
lntroed
Primary
Contact
(119'¼bpm) versions, sorta Dr Who
meets the Buffalo Gals live at
Trancentral. (JH)

TECHNO GROOVES
'Mach 3'
(Belgian R&S Records STR 0191)
Logically following up the previous 'Mach
2· edition wilh another even beefier
techno/house/hardbeat
Belgian
six-tracker, this one has the " / told you"
punctuated breezily bounding quivery
'Concerto Oi Techno' (127 1hbpm), "just
shove your hands in the air' lepeatln.g
frantic bubbly 'The Cry' (128bpm).
rhythmically ambiguous jazzy bass,
piano and bleeps counterpointing
'Jazzno' (911/,,/182:Y.bpm), church bells
and monks started then pounding twittery
'Christi!!!' (126½bpm). " I'm not your
lady" prodded tightly piping 'Ladies
Terror' (1253/,bpm). and twittery bleeping
but heavy more hip hop-like lurching
'Drop That Bassline' (111bpm), a good
value steady seller. OH)

LEONIE
'(Next To You) Closer
Heaven' (103¾bpm)

(SAC 001)
On an unidentified white label, this
tentatively small voiced winsome girl
cooed and muttered pleasant jogging
and swirling swayer is slightly
reminiscent of the RAH Band, with an
attractive Instrumental that shows off the
pan pipe-like keyboard melody to
advantage (Edit too), not necessarily
anything major but a possible 'grower'.

Umosia
15the

'We Are Unity'
is out now on
US Other Side,
through Big Beat

'oo

many negatives and not
enough positives in your
life? Let Love Inc lift the wings
from your local cupid and
replace them with a social
conscience.
'Love Is T he Message· by
Love Inc Featuring MC Noise is
the first single on the Love
label, brainchild of Dorrell - the
chap partially behind M/A/R/R/S
but more popularly kn·o wn as
the Emo Phillips of the
turntables.
Featuring Sylvia and Roman
on vocals and the encyclopaedic
lip o f MC Noise, whose eloquent
raps have graced Bang The
Party and Confusion in the past,

To
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best news so far this year. Big Marsh is back. He's had
success production-wise with the likes of Richard Rogers and
Ten City, but it's been all too long since Marshall Jefferson came
up with the sort of record that grabs you by the hairs on the back
of your neck.
Swinging straight out of the Windy City on Marsh's new Other
Side label, Umosia's 'We Are Unity' is just that record , a truly
sensual spine-lingfer with an inspired piano hook and all the catchy
harmonies you could ever want.
Umosia are Chicago DJ Roy Davis, who once helped Pierre with
his notorious Phuture releases, Jay Juniel and 19 year-old singer
Sheena Mahome. And with music like this, the three of them are
dumping Chicago's tarnished image out of the window and
reinstating the city as the m aker of the best dance music there is.

IT

Love Inc

'Love Is The Message' covers
all bases of the modern
dancefloor with supreme ease.
Check especially the Black
Box remix - just the sort of
tune that makes football
hooligans snog each other in
clubs and afterwards leave
thinking about issues wider than
their trousers.
" It's what I would call a
conscious rap," says Noise. " In
that sense it is right on time
given what's going down in the
Gulf and elsewhere. A bit of
peace and love would be
welcome at this point surely. "

.lack Barron
"Love 15 Tho

Message' is out
now on Love

Phil Cheeseman
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NightTrains
1rs

going to be a busy
spring for acid Jazz refugees
NightTrains. Amid all the
hyped hoo-ha about an
Imminent Ja1.z revival that
we always seem to get at
this time of year, they've
managed to {tet two
different records out onto
shop shelves.
The first, 'On Your Toes',
is a catchy, breathy,
bass-led dance track
featuring Yelloish scat and
rap by vocalist Dapo.
Second and even better Is
'Bring Back the Bus Stop',
which Is credited to Jennie
Featuring Tho NlghtTrains
and released by Elevation
Inc. It Isn't a Fatback Band
cover, but In feel at least It
pays a passing tribute to
the Seventies classic 'The

-
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Bus Stop', with loads of
luscious rhythm guitar and
enough dip-and-disappear
horn stabs to bring back the
good old days of funk
forever. So if you want to
keep warm during the cold
snap, 'Bring Back The Bus
Stop'. And If you want to
break Into a tropical sweat
this winter, then 'Keep On
Your Toes' as well. Kevl■

......

Keep On Your

Toes' is rc l oasell
by BGP Rocords.

'Bring Back the
Bus Stop• by
Elevation In,

the last two years

James Brown, the
FOR
godfather of soul, has been
wiling away the hours in
prison where he was sent
on a main charge of
shooting up the contents of
his wife's wardrobe. With
his release imminent, Kiss
FM managed to get James
on the blower at the Lower
Savannah Work Release to
talk about life Inside, the
future and his continued
influence on the music
scene
THE INSIDE STORY
" I'm doing my work at a
community action programme
that I chose out of 400 different
Jobs. I was offered television,
recording, newspapers . . .
Everyone wanted James Brown,
the megastar, to work to
enhance their business. I chose
to do a community action
programme helping poor people
and little kids, trying to guide
and lend my energy and
expertise to things that would
benefit the community.
"These people have great
problems. There are a lot of
people that need help and I'm
urging and challenging all levels
of people to go back to their
community and give something
back, help their brother. I like
the idea of being my brother's
keeper.
" I'm living the life that I sing
about and when I go back on
the stage I'll also show you the
results of a full bloom flower.
I've now had the chance to go
back to the grassroots and
check out again . . . And I look
at that and say 'Thank God'
that James Brown was given
the chance to see the real side
of life - one more time.

.,..,.
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than the agony of waiting.
"I've got fantastic ideas, but
since 90 per cent of my ideas
make up the music today, I'm
not going to tell you what my
next move is. If I give you that
it's not playing a good game of
chess. But I got some dynamite
things. I got a new sound called
universal sound and that is
going to be unbelievable . . .
" James Brown the performer
never quit - he was stopped."
THE SECRETS OF
SU.CCESS
" You ask God. That's what I
ask every day 'cos I don't know
if I know. I'm learning about
James Brown each and every
day. But what made me come
out was the hit after hit after
hit. It's unbelievable. Most
people got 20 songs, I got fifty
seven hundred songs and out of
fifty seven hundred, fifty six
were hits - five thousand and
six hundred songs that were
hits. I'm very proud. I'm very
thankful and I owe humanity a
lot. And thank God that I have

come.
SAMPLING
"Ninety-five per cent of
modern music has been
James Brown. Copyright is
checking so that I can get
paid. When you use my
actual voice - that's
stealing. If it wasn't for me
the music wouldn't have
been modern."
MESSAGE FROM
THE GODFATHER
" Stay with yourself, 'cos the
most important person in your
life is yourself. Get an education
if you're young. If you're older
make a second chance, ·cos
remember you can't do it if you
don't know it. This is James
Brown, the godfather of soul
sayin' live as long as you can;
die when you can't help it."

Extracts from an interview
broadcast on February 3
reproduced by permission
from Kiss FM

•

FREEDOM NOW
" I'm not going to let the public
know exactly when I get out
'cos I'm going to go right into
recording and when I record,
then I'll let them know what
date I'm going on tour. The
element of surprise is better
R /v\ 4'1

UNI I I I
All
After champio ning the cause of MC
Tunes and providin g the theme
music to Manche ster's failed Olympic bid, 808 STATE
are destined to return to the chart with their new single
'In Yer Face'. Renown ed big mouths, we couldn't resist asking their
opinion s on current top 20 oppositi on. But first, lunch .. .

808 STATE
So are 808 State the m ost controversial m en In pop?
We asked them to put their collective heads together
and tell us w hat they t,tiln k of some of the biggest
records of ttie past few weeks. Jud ge for yourselves

I NTE RVIEW : PETER STANTON

here can be nothing finer
han chomping into a
selection of bacon and
cheese toasties, washed
down with ample cups of tea,
topped off with a couple of
Cadbury's Hob-Nobs.
Pretty nice scenario huh? You
probably think I'm round at my
granny's for tea, but you'd be
horribly wrong. This pleasurable
little picnic is being shared with
those pretenders to the 'most
controversial men in pop' crown,
the techno-tearaways from up
North, 808 State.
'"Ere, do you want a cheesy
one?" offers main mouth Martin
Price, handing over a plateful of
quarter-sized little tasties.
What's this? They're supposed
to be difficult interviewees to
control. They're supposed to spit
venom and reduce grown pop
stars to tears with one acid
comment. But you could take
these chaps home to meet your
parents, no worries.
" Ahh, there's fuckin'
minestrone bits in my tea, man!"
yells Darren Partington from the
other end of the room.
That's more like it. That
illusion of sweetness and light
couldn't last long. Now Darren
has so politely broken the ice,
perhaps he can tell us how he's
enjoying being a highly
successful cog in the music
machine?
"It's better than fuckin'
carrying bricks up a ladder or
sweeping floors," he answers.
" We've had this really good
chance of getting in the music
game; now we're here, we're
gonna fight to stay."

T

urus of the British
dance renaissance, it
would be impossible to
ignore 808 State now.
Since the success of ' Pacific
State', in '89, they've been kept
busy, whether it's with fellow
Mane MC Tunes, or alone,
churning out kicking tracks like
the recent hit 'Ciibik' or their
latest number, 'In Yer Face'.
" About five years ago the
most dancewise bands in
Manchester were The Smiths
and New Order," says Darren.
"The attitude then was that
'Only puffs dance and you can

G

only go on the dancefloor with
your bird'. Now those people
are at clubs from six in the
morning dancing their arses off."
" We've not even had a
hundredth of our best time with
music yet," adds Martin. "I don't
think we've even glimpsed at
what we can do."
This month sees the results of
their current studio shenanigans
in the form of their fourth, as
yet untitled, album (the second
on major label ZTT). And a
whole new set of fans could be
lurking just around the corner as
the LP includes the vocal talents
of Barney from New Order and
Bjork from The Sugarcubes.
How did they get involved?
"They wanted to be on it,"
informs Martin. "Bjork turned up
when we were doing 'The
Word'. Somebody said that
some Icelandic girl was trying to
get in touch with us. We
thought it was just a fan and
we didn't realise it was Bjork
until she turned up in the
dressing room.
"And the same with Bernard,"
he adds. " We've all been
through every stage of his
career. New Order were at the
forefront of dance music and
I've always admired them."
ertainly both artists
warbling on a track each
sounds bloomin' triffic. One
airing of Barney's track offers a
gentle taster of what to expect
from the next New Order album.
"We tried to pick a track that
was most opposite to New
Order," Graham points out. " But
somehow it sort of ended up
that way. The way we had it
was like a happy track and
quite cheesy, but after we'd left
him to mess around with it for
a few days, it sort of went a bit
melancholy."
" We've got a formula that
works between the four of us
and we're happy with that,"
closes Martin. " We've got a
dustbin-man's magic about what
we do - we can work with
anything that's been left by the
side of someone's bin - and I
like that. "
An.d of course, as all diligent
dustmen know, one man's
rubbish is another man's gold!

C

QUEEN
'Innuendo'
Martin: " It's like fake opera, how
can that record work in the
charts? It was done on a
sewing machine, you know."
Graham: "I heard it for the first
time today and ! challenge
anybody to hum along with that.
It probably took them the last
three years to make il.''
·
2 IN A ROOM
'Wlggle It'
Martin: "It's been a bit late
getting in the charts. It's no
wonder really, because no one
takes any notice' of them as
they eome from the dance
scene. I could name over 100
tracks that have been ounor
over a year and are absolutely
massive in the clubs. 'Wiggle It'
isn't the best song around but
it's not the worst either."
C & C MUSIC FACTORY
'Gonna Make You Sweat'
Martin: "What bugs me with tliis
is that people were saying that
it has the 'Ciibik' sample bit
which is really from Def Jam.
We're supposed to have robbed
the idea from 'Rock The Bells',
which is total bullshit."
RICK ASTLEY
'Cry For Help'
Martin: " The title says it all."
Graham: " It's a step forward for
Rick but not for anyone else.
It's a better record than when
he was with SAW."
EMF
'I Believe'
Andrew: "Shit!"
Darren: "Arseholes!"
Martin: "Wow, they had a r-ave
In a cave!"

Graham: "That whole
EMF-Jesus Jones kind of
'middle of the road, bit
dangerous from the suburbs'
thing doesn't interest me."
Andrew: " I'd like to know what
they were doing last year?"
Martin: "Probably mowing
gardens!"
VANILLA ICE
'Play That Funky Music'
Graham: " I object to all these
rap records that just use huge
chunks of other people's tracks."
Martin: "I've got loads of singles
that were ~it records in their
own right, that have been
absolutely right for plundering.
But if you've got any cred, that
record wj ll grow a head on it
saying 'Leave me alone, you
can't do it, it's too obvious, fuck
off!'. Black people have a right
to be screaming with this shit,
because Vanilla Ice is just
taking the piss - building up all
these stories about his exploits,
which you know are pretentious
garbage. You know that his dad
probably owns a fucking car
showroom or something.''
THE FARM
'All Together Now'
Andrew: " Good lads!"
Darren: " Top lads!''
Graham: "I've heard the album
and it Just slots into this genre
of music that's been going on
for about 1O years. It's just
indie and it'll always be there."
Martin: "The Mondays are the
kings of it, there's no doubt
about it, because they invented
the language. The Mondays are
vvhat a lot of people can
empathise with; it doesn't matter
whether they can play or
anything like that. "
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MARC BOLAN
ain't no square, with my cork-screw
hair!" The pin-up of the glam rock
era. While the girls adored his
sequin-cheeked, androgynous features, it was
cool for th·e lads to dig his music. T Rex made an
astonishing transition from spaced-out hippies
to crucial glam-poppers in one seemingly
effortless leap and the average age of their fans
fell by about 1o years. Sensitive and vulnerable.
Bolan was something of a novelty: a teeny
pin-up with a genuine, inspirational talent.

DAVID
CASSIDY
with many pop
heart-throbs, his
uccess was due, In
no small amount, to a
television show. In 'The
Partridge Family', he played
_ himself: baby-faced ("kinda
cute" as those American
chicks would say), forever
smiling, nauseatingly
popular. His breathy vocals
guaranteed maximum female
swooning. But thankfully, he
made the classic mistake of
trying to grow out of his
teenybop Image. There's no
one so unforgiving as a ·
spurned teenybopper.

DONNY AND THE OSMONDS
o one could have predicted this nightmare. Not just one of the
blighters, but seven! Gilbert O'Sullivan seemed positively
subversive compared to these geeks. They were so supremely
clean-cut that they should have had a song called 'Mom's Apple Pie'. And
teeth! Row upon row of them. Rumour had it that if you had Donny's smiling
fizog on your wall you couldn't sleep at night because of dental glare.
Ah! Donald, the chief protagonist and, inexplicably, top pin-up. A string of
blatantly pre-pubescent directed ballads might have had something to do
with it. Can we ever forget 'Puppy Love'? The Osmonds, in all their mutated
forms, kept a grip for nearly two years! Totally unsexy! (That's a matter of
personal opinion - Ed) And they're Mormons!!

N

BAY CITY ROLLERS
Rollermania! Teenybop finally hit top gear between '74 and '76,
when the Rollers hit the heights of mass popularity unseen since
The Beatles. Dressed in shortened Oxford Bags, three-star tank
tops, tartan scarves and 'feathered' haircuts, these lovable Scots
lads could do no wrong. Every record a sensational top 10 smash,
no matter how It sounded; and who can forget their top TV
p rogramme 'Sha'!g-A-Lang?' Then there was the 'Woody
Syndrome'. How could someone who was as ugly as sin be
IGollsed as a sex god?
Inevitably, everything fell apart amidst scandals, accusations of
non-participation on records and certain leisure time
Indiscretions. They fell from grace and shanged their final lang.

NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK
A smashing set of lads who've been 'hangin' loose' together for
years, don't y 'know? It took t he US 15 years to follow up the
damage Inflicted by those Osmond boys, but now they're here,
how did we ever do without them? Featuring the long lost son of
Herman Munster and four other average kids randomly picked
from 6,000 auditions by Mr Magoo. A corporate business - colder
and less sexy than their biggest rivals the Ninja Turtles (better
looking by far). There must be a New Kids feature film in the
pipeline, though it'll never be as good as Slade in 'Flame'. Please
no more baseball caps.
44 RM
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BROS
fter a belly-full of third
vision crumpet orten A-ha ha ha ha
and Curiosity Killed The
Rubber-bodied Prat With The
Hat - the nation's
womenfolk-in-the-making prayed
long and hard for a fully
overblown teen sensation, and
were duly rewarded. We'd all
surprisingly overlooked a
happening combo called Gloss,
but after a quick 'Kirk Douglas'.
and the applying of 'a little bit
of hair-gel', we had to take Bros
to our bosoms.
Interestingly enough, intelligent
sources revealed that our boys
had based their whole operation
on sadly ignored Seventies
cuties Child, featuring the
dubiously named Alack twins.
Matty, Lukey and Craigy went
one better: identical triplets!
Which one was your favourite?
You could never tell. Due for a
comeback after a year working
on the bins.

ADAM AND
THE ANTS
Ironically, It was one of the
left-overs from the
anti-pin-up punk movement
who became the first
bedroom wall star of the
Eighties. His success was
as well calculated as his
look and his music, so
rather than being every
15-year-old girl's fantasy, his
appeal was universal, like
Batman's. There was a
highwayman's outfit available..
for the under-10s, and very
nice too.
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HAl°ACUT 100

DURAN DURAN
o, it wasn't long before these ravishing
beauties replaced all as female fans' fit
fanciables No 1.
Fresh from the make-up counter, these boys
fitted perfectly the gap long left by the Rollers.
Although he was lead singer, Le Bon wasn't the
top pin-up of the band - he was too fat and
uncool. That accolade went to bass player John
Taylor, a man whose personality rivalled that of
a goldfish. Peter Powell labelled their fans
'Durannies', thereby encouraging the moronic
worship, and we were back to the early
Seventies. Unlike the Rollers, though, they've
survived and continue to enjoy an increasingly
adult audience.

band that could almost
be excused from their
part in the resurrection
of the teeny market, since their

A

N

EMF
ore baseball caps. Blighty's naughty answer
to the New Kids? One senses a Haircut 100
scenario of reluctant pin-ups, but hell,
they've made the classic teenybop start to their
career: first single - top three.
Obviously their record company will do everything
in their power to make sure they're presented as a
serious music proposition. There are no oil paintings
here either, but no doubt they'll be the teen mag faces
of this year, or at least some of It.

M

involvement seemed accidental.
With a genuinely bright new
music that didn't take itself too
seriously, they had a look to
match - fisherman's jumpers
and gentlemen's tweeds. No
sucking in of cheeks and
pouting for these boys; just
goofy boy-next-door grins.
Everything was dandy until Nick
Heywood got his piccy in My
Guy once too often, and his
ego went solo.

Donny Osmond, Les McKeown, John Taylor, Morten Harkett, Wendy James and
Jordan Knight. All have adorned countless pre-pubescent bedroom walls and all
are part of the history of The Teenage Pop Crush, a phenomenon that has always
had more to do with good cheekbones than it has good records

I was a

nage

WHAM!
A serious musical happening
when they started - the
music papers said so.
Somehow, the 'Woody
Syndrome' reared Its ugly
head and made Georgie a
star. Suntan, blow-wave,
tennis shorts mmmmmmm, yes please!
Andy was the more likely
poster material with his
Latino good looks, but the
fat bloke just seemed to
muscle in somehow, be it
on video, 'TOTP' or
ma·gazine covers.· Wonder
what happened to him?
R Iv\ 4 5

Letter

Write to the Editor, R e cord Mirror,
Ludga te House , 245 Black frlars Road ,
Londo n SE1 9 UZ. F a x: 071 928 2834
e The 'riff' from 'Hlppychick' is
IN A BIT OF A RIFF
Jason
from
taken
actually
Soho's
from
riff
that
■Is
'Too
hit,
one
number
s
Donovan'
Soon
How
'
'Hippychic k' really from
Many Broken Hearts'. You may like
Is Now?', or was it sampled from
to know that we actually have the
'What We All Want' by The Gang Of
very single you're longing for, and
Four? Did the Smiths start this
we're trembling too
sampling trend? Will this start a
debate?
Someone who ls trembling in
anticipation of the Scrlttl
Pollttl-Sh abba Ranks 'She's A
Woman' single
0

eTHI IUOYID ' S ION MAISH

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
■Now that Queen have returned to
the charts (at number one. to boot) I
suppose that once again the
Record Mirror letters page will be
packed with comments about
Queen being crap, pretentious and
dull.
Every time Queen return with a
new single or album people are
quick to slag them off.
Good thing too.
Ms Major Bonkers, Lanes
• You're absolurely right.
LOG-A-RHYTHMS
■My log has something to tell you:
"Queen are crap; they are the
worst group in the world. lsn 't ii time
they were put out to pasture? They
have made no good records. They
are shit. crap, pompous old tarts. I
hate themf'
PS: Audrey Horne or Dr Heywood
did it.
eMargaret the Log Lady, on
behalf of the log, The log
Cabin, Twin Peaks, USA
TRAIN-SPOTTING
■Has anyone noticed the similarity
between The High's ' Box Set Go'
and a B-side track by The Railway
Children called 'Darkness And

Letter of the Week
The letter o f the week wins a
40 album
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AGE OF REASON
in a so-called
■Whilst reading an article entitled 'Ins and Outs for '91 '
·news' paper. I came upon a reference in the 'out' section that irritated me.
II stated that in '91, pop stars over 35 would definitely be unspeakable!
This made me realise just how commercialized the music industry has
become, that only the young 'stars' are accepted, and worse still, that
magazines and newspapers continue to influence people into believing that
these stereotyped, conveyor-belt one-hit wonders make pleasurable music.
or
Surely the music that bands produce is more important than their age
image?
I feel that If someone makes good music that is varied and interesting, as
they progress through! their career they should be regarded as talented and
'in,' however old, young. fat, thin, tall, small, or whatever their
sexual-orientation.
After all, I doubt whether people criticised Beethoven's music on the basis
that he was deaf. or decided that Wagner was ·out' because he was over
35, or Tchaikovsky because he was gay!
like
I think we need to get our priorities right - after all, even legends
Madonna are approaching the dreaded 35!
Someon e who Isn't ageist, Kent
• The Val Ooonican revival starts here.

Colour?'
Leg,
Left
Gary Newby's
Manchester
e we hadn't even spotted the
8-sid e, let alone the similarity.

'SHOCKING!!'
Can I just say what great Interviews
you have in your great mag. I know
how much you like The Beloved and
rightly so. Well, before Christmas I
bought their video, 'Happiness·,
which is pretty bloody brilliant.
But what I didn't expect was what
I found after 'Time After Time·.
I was j ust about to switch it off 'cos I
thought it was the last song. Lo and
behold, after the credits (30
seconds after 'Time Alter Time'
finishes) there was a 10 minute
song with 'rather rude goings-on',
i.e. two totally naked people having
sex.
To say I was shocked is an

understatement. I realised the
music was 'Your Love Takes Me
Higher (Calyx Of Isis)'. Seeing as
this video was a PG rating I was
miffed, So can you tell me what this
is all about? It's not bullshit 'cos I
have the proof. Please can you help
as I'm dying of curiosity. I was
wondering if anyone else noticed
this extra bit on their copy. Anyway,
hope you can help.
Gary Mazin, llford
• The Beloved's video. 'Happiness.·
was original/y released as a PG, but
was undersrandably re-certificated
as an 18 last Decembe r due to Jon
Marsh's ·explicit rompings with a
model In the video for 'Your Love
Takes Me Higher', which was
actually just the bits too rude to pur
in the video for 'Time After Time·.
You sir, are therefore the lucky
owner of the original uncensor ed

version!
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THE QUEEN OF
CHARTS
eNina Jarobi's attack on
Chartflle (Letters, February 9)
falls to recognise the fact that
this co lumn documents the
chart highs, lows, biggest,
bests, first and any other
superlatives, regardless of the
acts concerned. That the
o-n single 'Innuendo'
debuted at number one Is a
fact that deserved to be
recognised, and the

subsequent listing of the
debut positions of their
previous singles slmply put
'Innuendo' In Its correct

FIGUA'ES

JONES

historical perspective. It would
be Impossible to perform a
slmllar exercise on, say,
Record Mirror's current
darlings EMF simply because
they have no chart history to
speak of. Even so, I was able
to do a small piece about
them a fortnight ago, and I
did a longer piece about The
KLF including what I hope
were interesting and Informed
details about Bill Drummond's
solo album.
As far as Queen are
concerned, I make no apology
for previous or future
mentions of them. There' s one
coming up later in this
column. The alternative to
mentioning them is to ignore
their chart exploits, and that
would be wrong, given the'
name of this column and Its
brief (Quite right - Ed).
For what It's worth (and
friends will vouch for the
validity of this) I have a
longstanding loathing of
Queen, and am not
particularly well disposed to
some acts whose names quite
regularly grace this column,
though they still deserve
respect. I retain fond
memories of thousands of hits
from the past, and
occasionally recommend

outstanding compilations, but
my biggest thrill (musically)
comes from the c urrent crop
of dance records. 'Twas
always so, but I also love the
charts and documenting the
comings and goings therein.
Record Mirror Is already
stuffed to the gills w ith
writers telling you about the
latest dance sensations, so I
leave it to them.

SOME BIZARRE
STAR
ePhil Cheeseman's interview
with N-d's main man Damon
Rochefort last week revealed
that Damon used to work on
The Sun's Bizarre column. While
there, Damon was responsible
for the celebrated piece In which
it was ridiculously alleged that
the voice on lllck Aatley's
debut single 'Never Gonna Give
You Up' was actually that of

Luther Yandro•.
Damon (spell it backwards if
you still haven't twigged why the
group is called Nomad) has an
even more shameful journalistic
secret: he used to write the
music column in the Sunday
Sport. And his impersonation of
Dame ldna Everage is, well,
spooky.

BEL DID YOU '
EVAN?
eTina Turner was the first
woman to do it, lanet Jackson
was the second and now
Belinda Carlisle has joined the

eWhitney Houston's 'All The Man That I Need' still hasn't
quite made it to the top of the US charts, being held
up by C&C Music Factory's million-seller 'Gonna Make
You Sweat'. But it still seems certain to become her
ninth number one - probably next week. Her 10th?
Possibly a brand new recording of the American
National Anthem, 'The Star Spangled Banner',
as performed at the Super Bowl. Likely to surface
within days, proceeds from the single are expected
to got to charities associat ed with the Gulf War.
Whitney's latest album, 'I'm Your Baby Tonight', has
sold over two million copies in the USA and
over five million copies worldwide.
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eThe Righteous Brothen' 1990 recording of
'Unchained Melody' (for the Curb label) has sold
a million copies in America - something many
number ones never do - without ever reaching
the top 10, and it was released soley on
cassette. The hoary old duo, now both 50, thus
join the select band of acts who've scored a
million-sell er with two different recordings of
the same song. The original recording,
from 1965, moves to the top of the
Austrian chart this week.

gang by lifting six hits off an
album.
Belinda's latest, the strangely
unseasonal 'Summer Rain',
peaked a couple ol weeks ago
at number 23. Other hits off her
album 'Runaway Horses', in the
order in which they charted are
' Leave A Light On' (number
four), 'La Luna' (number 38),
'Runaway Horses· (number 40),
'Vision Of You' (number 41) and
' (We Want) The Same Thing'
(number six).
These live were written by
producer Rick Nowels and Ellen
Shipley. 'Summer Rain' was
penned by Robbie Seidman and
bodyrocker Maria Vidal, who is
a backing singer on all six hits.
Having previously climbed as
high as number four in the
chart, the ' Runaway Horses'
album, now well over a year
old, returned to the top 1o last
week for the first time since
November 1989.
Virgin report that the album
has sold more than 400,000
copies in Britain, which is more
than it has sold in Belinda's
homeland, the US, but that's still
a couple of hundred thousand
or so short of her previous
album 'Heaven On Earth'.

MONARCHY!
eGveen's 'Innuendo' album
emulates the success of the
single .of the same name,
debuting at number one this
week. It's the group's third
chart-topping 'new' studio
album in a row, following
1986' s 'A Kind Of Magic' and
1989' s 'The Miracle'.
In all, Queen have now had
seven number one albums.
Only 1he Beatles (12), 1he
Rolling Stones (9), Abba and
Letl Zeppelin (eight apiece)
have had more.
Queen are the fifth act to
top the album chart In as
many weeks, following
Madow, lnign,a, Sting and
lesus l o -. The last time the
chart leadership changed
hands so many times In a
row was towards the end of
1989, when eight different
records took turns at the top
In the eight week period
between September 9 and
October 28.
R /VI 4 9
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56
57
58
59

l'LLBEBY YOURSIDESce"1e 6
l'VEBEEN WAITING FOR YOU Guy, Next Doo,

POWER OF LOVE Deee-Litc
THISIS PONDEROUS 2 Nu
BECAUSE I LOVE YOU (POSTMAN SONG) Sce,ie 8
SOMETHING IN MY HEART M;chel'le
CHASIN'THE WIND Chic>go
HY SIDE OF THE BEDSu,annaHoffs
MOTHER'S PRIDE Georte Michael

so

GONNA H AKE YOUSWEATC&CHusicfactory
ALL THE HAN THAT I NEED Whitney Houston

9
2
13
II
7 10
8 12
1
5
10
I I 17
12 IS
ll 18

Columbia

singles

TWLW

4

Columbla
Arista
Quality

◄5 6 1
16 50
47 "8
"8 16
i9 37
5S
51 60
52 62
53 69

ONEHORETRYTlnvnyT.
THE FIRST TIME Surface
SOHEDAY Mariah Carey
WHERE DOES HY HEARTBEAT Celine Dion

l'LLGIVE ALL MY LOVE TO YOU K~ith Swe~t
DISAPPEAR INXS
PLAY THAT FUNKY MUSIC Van,lloke
LOVE WILL NEVER DO(WITHOUT YOU)Janetjxluon
WICKED GAME Chris 1$331<
ISAW RED Warr.ant
LOVE HAKES THINGS HAPPEN Pebbles

SENSITIVITY Ralph Tresvant
19 AROUNDTHEWAYGIRLLLCool)
6 AFTER THE RAIN Nelson
21 SHOWHETHEWAYStyx
2S ALL THIS TIME Sting
20 HEAT OF THE MOMENT Alw7
16 HIGHENOUGHDamnY.,,~..,
22 IF YOU NEEDED SOME BODY Bad Company
27 THIS HOUSE Tracie Spenter
23 HONEYTALKSAC/DC
14 JUST ANOTHER DREAM (,thy Dennis

32 GET HERE Oleta Adams
26 33 COMING OUT OF THE DARKGloriaEstefon
27 30 IESHA Another Bad Cn•w
28 28 DEEPER SHADE OF SOULUrb,n Dance Squ.d
l'M NOT IN LOVE Win TO Powor
29
30 34 WAITING FOR LOVE Ahas
31 35 SIGNSTesb
32 39 HOLDYOUTIGHTTaraKemp
33 38 ROUND AND ROUND T.,rn Campbel

J4 36 IT NEVER RAINS Tony!Toni!Tone!
35 10 WAITING FORTHAT DAY George Micha.e l
36 4 1 l'LLOO ◄ YOU FuherM.C.
37 ll FROM A DISTANCE Sette Mi-dlcr
38 S2 l'VEBEENTHINKINGABOUT YOU Londonbeat
39 12 SPEND HT LIFE Slaughter
40 26 JUSTIFY HY LOVE M•donna
◄I 15 DON'T HOLD BACK YOUR LOVE Daryl H,11
42 24 I DON'T KNOW ANYBODY ELSE Bla<k Box
43 29 CANDY Iggy Pop

esuSANNA NOffS

Epic

Vintert.ainmcnt
Atlantic

SBK
A&H
RePf'ise
Columbia
HCA
HCA
DefJam
DGC

A&H
A&H
Virgin

Warner Brothen
Atco

Capitol
Atco

Polydor

Fontana
Epic

Motown
Arista

Epic
EHi

Atlantic
LHR
Ruchless
Reprbe
Columbia
Columbia

Atlantic

47 THEWAYYOUDOTHETHINGSU610
i3 SHELTER ME Cinderella
6) SURE LOOKIN' Donny Osmond
SI LOVE TAKES TIME M1ri:ah C.i.r~y
83 RICO SUAVE Gmrdo
60 54 HERE COMES THE HAMMER MC Hammer

Vlrgin

Mercury
Capleol
Columbia

lnten:cope
Capitol

,BULLETS
Enigma
61 77 RIOETHE WIND Pobon
Chari!lima
65 9) SADNESS PART I Enigma
AtJantic
67 76 NIGHT AND DAY Sette Midler
Atco
68 B9 JUST THE WAY ITIS,BABYThe Rcmbrandts
RAL
69 78 TOGETHER FOREVER Ll,.t<c Melende
Capitol
74 79 SECRET Heart
Atlantic
75 84 EASY COME EASY GO Winger
EHi
MERCY MERCY HE Robert Palmer
77
Epic
83 98 FUNK BOUTIQUE The Co,er Girls
Adantic
85 - HOWTODANCEBingoBoys
RCA
CRY FOR HELP RlckAs,ley
86
Warner Brothers
88 90 GIVE ITUP ZZ Top
Admtk
90 91 WHAT'S IT GONNA BE Jellybean
Arista
ANOTHER SLEEPLESS NIGHT Shawn Christopher
93
EutWest
TEMPLE OF LOVE Harriet
96
Charisma
STILL GOTTHE BLUES Gary Moore
97
EHi
HOW CAN YOU EXPECT TO BETAKEN SERIOUSLY Pct Shop Boys
99 -

-

-

-

Geffen

Giant
Paisley Parle
Wing
Columbia

US

Uptown

albums

Atlantic
HCA
Ch,-y:,;all,

Sire
Ariua
RCA
Virgin

TWLW

◄

i

s s

8
10 30
II II
12 10
13 1l
I ◄ 12
15 16
16 IS
17 I◄
18 2)
19 19
20 17
2 1 18

TOTHE EXTREME v,,,m, Ice
MARIAH CAREY Halim Carty
THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION Madonna
THE SIMPSONS SING THE BLUESThe Simpson,
PLEASE HAMMER DON'T HURT 'EH M.C. l-lamnw
l'M YOUR BABY TONIGHT Whiu,cy Houston
WILSON PHILLIPS Wilson Philnps
SOME PEOPLE'S LIVES Sett< Midler
THE RAZORS EDGE AC/DC
THE SOUL CAGES S,ing
SHAKE YOUR HONEY HAKERThe Bl•~ Ctowes
RHYTHM Of THE SAINTS Paul Simon

DAHN YANKEES Damn Yankees
JANETJACKSON'S RHYTHM NATION 1814 Janet Jockson
FIVE HAN ACOUSTICALJAM Tesla
SERIOUS HITS,.UVEI Phil Collin<
LISTEN WITHOUT PREJUDICE G,orgeMichoel
A LITTLE AIN'T ENOUGH DaYld Lee Floth
GONNA HAKE YOU SWEATC&CMusic Factory
AFTI:RTHE RAIN Nelson
THE FUTURE Guy
22 20 POISON Scll Biv De,oc
23 28 HE.ART SHAPED WORLD Chrl, lsaalc
2~ 21 RALPHTRESVANTP,.,lphTres,ant
2S 2'1 XINXS
26 22 RECYCLERZZTop
27 27 NO FENCES Garth Brooks
28 25 FLESH AND BLOOD Pclson
29 26 CHERRY PIE w,rran,
30 JI MAMA SAID KNOCK YOU OUT LL Cool)
3 1 l2 PUT YOURSELF IN HY SHOES Clint Bia~
12

38 TRIXTERTrixt<!r

)3

29 HEARTBREAK STATION Clndcrell,

34 35 RITUAL DE LOHABITUALJane'sAddiction
35 )6 STICK IT TO YA S1,ughm
36 43 BUSINESS AS USUAL EPMD
37 34 NO MORE GAMES/REMIX ALBUM New Kids On The Block
38 ◄7 THIS ISAN EP RELEASE Digita!Unde,iroond
39 33 WORLDCLIQUEDeec- Li!C
10 ii AIN'T NO SHAME IN HY GAME undyman
i i 40 PRETTY WOMAN Original Soundtrack
42 )9 KILLATWILLl<eCube

50 RM

SBK
LHR
SBK
Elektra

SBK
Columbia

Sire
Geffen
Capleol

Arista

SBK
Attantic
Atco
A&H

De f American
Warner Brothors
Warner Brothers

A&H
Geffen
Atlantic
Columbia

WvnerBtothers
Columbia

DGC
HCA
MCA
Reprise

HCA
Atlantic

Warner Brothers
Capleol
Capitol
Columbia
Def Jam

RCA
Mechanic
Mercury
Wa.mer Brothen
Chrysalis

RAL
Columbia
Tommy Boy
El@ktra

£pi:
EHi
Priority

◄3

*◄◄
◄5

46
◄7
◄8
◄9
50

0

WE ARE IN LOVE H,ny Comk k jn.l'U.GIVEALLMY LOVE TO YOUKcl1h5wcat
MIXEDUl' TheCure
THE REVIVALTony!Toni! Tone!
IN CONCERT Carreru/Domingo/PaYilro10
INTO THE LIGHT Gloria btefan
◄◄ VOL l Tnve1ingWi1burys
48 SHAKING THE TREE - GOWEN GREATS Pe ter Gabriel
◄5

Columbia
Vinterta.lnment

37

Ele ktra

-

Wing
London

-

U

S

r 'n' b

s

Epic
Wilbury
Gelfen

i n g I e

s

TWLW
I

2

2

◄ GONNA MAKE YOU SWEAT C &C M"'k F,ctory

I'll. GIVE AU. MY LOVE TO YOU Keith Sweat

5 WHEN WILL I SEE YOU SMILE Bell Biv Dc,oc

SOMETHING IN HY HEA~T Mk hel'lo
II All THE MAN THAT I NE ED Whitney Hous1on
B IESHA Another Bad C rew
12 WRITTEN AU.OVER YOUR FACE Rude Bo)'$
6

8
10

II
12
IJ
I◄

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

10 GET HERE Ol<t>Adams
YOUDON'THAVETOWORRYEn Vogue
13 I DON'T KNOW ANYBODY ELSE Black Bex
15 ALL SEASON leVert
16 THIS HOUSE Trxie Spencer
17 HEAD OVER HEE LS Tony Terry
18 FAIRY TALES Anita Baker
3 LOVE HAKES TH I NGS HAPPEN Pebbles
20 DON'T LET HE DOWN O Jays
23 SOMEDAY M,ri,J, Carey

Columbia
HCA
Ruthless

Arlsta
Motown

Atlantic
Fontana
Atlantic
RCA
Atlantic
Capitol
Epic
Elekva
HCA
EHi
Columbi~

25 ILIKETHEWAYHi-Five

2)

9

2◄

30

25

I◄
35

26
27

22

28

3◄

3'1
30 19

29

31
32
33

37
38

3◄

◄O

Jive

AROUND THE WAY GIRL LL Cool)
ALL TRUE MANAlexanderO'Ne;al
HOLD YOU TIGHT Tara Kemp
DOME AGAIN Freddie Jackson
IF I WERE A BELL T..na Mario
BLACK PARADISES,muelle
LOVE WILL NEVER DO (WITHOUTYOU)J~ et J,ck.son
HERE COMES THE HAHHERM.C . Hammer
PLAY THAT FUNKY MUSIC VanHlalce
I CAN'T TELL YOUWHYHoward Hewett
WRAP HY BODY TIGHTJohM 7 Gill
BABY DON'T CRY u.l>h Huhaw,7
GOLD D IGGEREPMD
ANOTHER LIKE HY LOVERJ:ismlneGuy
STONE COLD GENTLEMAN Ralph Tre, =t
GETTING BACK INTO LOVE Gerald Alston
ONLY HUMANJeffr ey Osbo<ne
MELODY COOLM, vi,St>ple<
THE FIRST T IME Surf,ce
All OF HE Big O, ddy ~ e
COME ON, LET'S HOVE ITSpeciol Ed
I WILL ALWAYS LOVE YOU Troop

26
28

22 31

JS 2 1
36 l6
37 24
38
39 -

-

◄O

Vinteruinment

-

DelJ~m
Tabu

G iant
Capitol
Epic
Atlantic

A&M
Capitol
SBK
Elektra
Motown
Virgin

eca•n•

lndie

RAL

Motown
ArisQ
PaisfeyPuk

TWLW
'4

Columbia

5
2

ColdChilllrt
Profil~
At'lantic
7
8
10

lndie

singles

II
12
13

TWLW
I

I

1
3

2

◄
6
7

10
II
11
ll

-

◄
5

7
8

II

I◄

13
9
21

15

I◄

l AH ETERNAL Klf
AU. TOGETHERNOW The Farm
COUNTING BACKWARDS Throwing Mu,es
EVERYBODY NEEDS SOMEBODY Blrdland
BLOODSPORT FORALL Carter USM
BIG CITY Spacemen l
MOTOWN JUNK Manic Street Pr.achct>
GODLIKE The Oytans
SITUATION (REMIX) Yuoo
STIU. FEEL THE RAIN s ,ex
HADCHESTERRAVE ON Happy Mondays
KINKY AFRO Happy Monda)'$
HY RISING STARNorthside
ISLAND HEAD EP lnspiral Carpets
STEP ON H,ppyMonda)'$
FALLEP Ride
IT'S ON Flowered Up
HAKE ITMINE The Sha.men
GROOV.T TRAINTheF,rm

16 16
17 10
18 15
17
20 12 SAU.YCINNAHON The Stone Roses
21 29 PLAYEP Ride
22
RUBBISH Carwr USM
23
SHALL WE TAKE A TRIP? NorthsIde
2◄ IS STEPPING STONE The
25 2◄ THE ONLY ONE I KNOW The Charbt>ns
26 28 LOADED Primil.l Scream
27
ONE LOVE The S1one Roses

"

-

"

nrm

-

28

-

PSYCHE OUT Me:at Beat Manifetto

29 20 GOD ONLY KNOWST ee<1age F,nclub
JO
THEN The: Ctrarlac1,M

-

albums

Warner Brodte"
MCA

KLF Communication
Produce
4AD
Lazy
Rough Trade
Fi..e

I◄
15
16
17

18
19
20

PILLS ' N' THRILLS AND BEU.YACHES Happy Mond, y,
BITE Ned'.s Atomic Dustbin
SOHEFRJENDLY ThoCharlmm,
TYRANNY FOR YOU Fron, 2◄2

10,1 DAHNATIONSCarterUSM
NOWHERE Ride
7 THE STONE ROSESThoStono Ro,es
9 EN- TACT Shamen
8 VIOLATOROepecheMode
10 BOSSANOVA Pixies
HEAVENLY VSATAN Heavenly
THE TECHNO ROSE OF BLIGHTY Fluke
l l LOVEGOD The Soup
15 WILD! Er.wre
14 LIFE IO$plral C.,pets
II HEAVEN OR LAS VEGASC<xteau Twin,
- THE SINGLES81 - 85 DepecheMode
20 BUMMED Happy Monda)'$
THE INNOCENTS Eruute
THE Cl RCUS E°"urc

-

-

-

D'°'°"'

Factory
Rough Trade

S ituat ion Two
Play It Aga in Sam

Big Cat
Cr eation
Silver-tone

One Uttle Indian
Mute
◄AD

Sarah
Creation
Raw TV/Big Life
Mute

Cow/Mute
◄AD

Mute
Factory
Mute
Mute

Heavenly
Sicuation Two
Mote

Some Biz.arre
Factory
Factory
Factory
Cow/ Mute

Factory
Creation
Heavenly

One little Indian
Produce
Black

Creation
8ig Ca t
Factory
Produce
Situati-an Two
Creation
Silvertone
Play It Again Sam
Paperl,ou,e

Situation Two

R IV\ 5'1

071- 921 5900
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MENT
RECORD m1RRDR ~~i~~:::f
FORM
Print your ad below in BLOCK CAPITALS, one ·word in
each box (telephone number equals one word). Underline any words you require in BOLD letters and send
your advertisements to:
Melanie Witten, RECORD MIRROR, Punch Publications Limited, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road,
London SE1 9UZ.
Lineage: 40p word (inc V.A.T.), all words in BOLD face
(after first two) 58p word (inc V.A.T.), Box Numbers
add £2.00 extra (inc V.A.T.). Ads must be received 10
days prior to cover date (Wednesday am).
HEADING REQUIRED: (Tick one as appropria~e)

0
0

FOR SALE O WANTED O PERSONAL
RECORDS FOR SALE O RECORDS WANTED
RECORD FINDING O RECORD FAIRS O SITUATIONS VACANT O SITUATIONS WANTED 0
DISCO EQUIPMENT O DJ STUDIOS O MIXING
TUITION O SPECIAL NOTICES O MISCELLANEOUS □

BOX NUMBER REO

■

Personal

For Sale

BEDFORD YOUNG attraccive lad needs

PROMO POSTERS Biggest range any•
where. 2000 items + items. 60's•90's.
Many 1'111'fties. 28 page catalogue. SAE Push,
PO Box 469, Glasgow GI ITT.
MUSIC PAPERS/magazine es 1955•1990
including RM Smash Hits etc. SAE 5 1 Cecil
Road, London SW 19.
T-SHIRTS AND POSTERS etc ab,olutely 111 groups available rap shll'ts now
in stock. For e xciting free catalogue send
only 50p SAE to: Pop Parophemalia. PO
Box 8 1, W alsall, W est Mid lands, WS I ) SQ.
T-SHIRTS, p osters free masslve 68 page
fully Illustrated catalogue ab solutely all
groups available SAE. CJB Promotions. 132
Minstead Road. Erdington. Birmingham. 8 24
SPX. 021 ·326-6 760.
MORRISSEY, SMITHS rarities send
SAE 4 Ferry Spring, Harlow, Esse x, CM 17

local gay/bisexu•I mates 18-25. ALA. Box No
5867.
GAY LAD 25 good looking non scene
maighc acting port time labourer into pubs.

cinema etc. Seeks similar non scene stockcy
mates for pub rnghts out and friendship. Box
No 5866.
WANTED! GAY ~e 21 -2S, loving. cuing, for ,imilat. North-West. ALA. Box No
5865.
DON'T DREAM love. I G 9 T free.
Valentine Baby.
GAY RAVER. Cute looking. long hair!
Seeks ..me in London area for friendship/
raving. Photo essential. Box No S8"'4.
PENFRIENDS - USA Make lasting
friendships t hrough correspondence, Send
,ge and interests for fr ee re ply. Harmony.
Box 8 2295 RM. Ph~nlx 8S071.
PENPAL MAG tor lonely people.
ApprOY>l copy from: Matchmaker 9x. I 8),
Cho<ley, Lanes.

9DG.
DISCO SOUND system citronic tamar
decks tannoy puma speakers & sands,
amplifier 200x200 o ffers. phone 035278138◄.

IF YOU WANT IT, WE'VE GOT ITI
SEE JMA AUCTIONS

Records for Sale
EX CHART hits/etc. list = lx22p

+ World Penpals lists £3: ·w o rld Records'. 7 Moelwyn

Star\1)t. (Or snte interest

Avenue W est, Rhyl, LLI 8 5DR.
RARE RECORDS, posters CD's and
more! SAE for full lists: Ke llacia, Box 270.
11 Uxbridge Street. Kensington. London.
A BARGAIN Pot Luck Assortment (our
singles
selttuon). Send £24 for 500 used
or £17 for 100 u,ed tp•s and 12" singles.
(Postage included), Music and Video Ex·
c hange, 28 Pembrldgc fl.oad, London. W I I
(071-727 4 185).
SOUUHIP• HOPIGARAGE list Issued
free bl•monthly. Send SAE to Beat St ree t
fl.ecords, PO Box 80. Abingdon. Oxon,
OX 14 5Q 2. Wants hsts welcome.
LP'S FROM R,USSIA. W orldwide pop ,
rock, hard rock, Jau titles In Soviet press•
lngs on Melodlya label. Also luge choice of
Soviet music,; pop, rock. juz.. new WJ.Ye..
hard rock, heavy metal, folk. cbss,cal ALL
LP's are mint, unplayed. Writ e for details
and free lists t o : Ser gei I Zayats, PR.
Pobedy, 16 KV. I H, 252135 Kie v• I 35.
USSR.

r

Record Fairs
LONDON. Sun 17t h
Fe b. 9.30-4pm, C amden Town Hall, Eunon
Road. London, NW I. Stalls/Enq. 08 I •6597065.
GLOUCESTER SATURDAY 16.2.91.
Guildhall. IOam-◄pm, Eastiatc Street.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS Saturday Feb
16th. The Assembly Holl, Crescent Rood,
I 0am-Jpm. Admission 60p.
BEDFORD SUNDAY 17th February
Harpur Surtc. Town Centre. Record Revival
Fairs (0493) 858306.
KINGS CROSS -

Records Wanted
IF YOU WANT IT WE'VE GOT ITI
SEE JMA AUCTIONS
BUY, SELL and exchange all your re•
cords. <apes, C Ds, videos ond books - also
ALL HI-Fi. musical instruments: computers
and cameras. Bring ANY quantity In
ANY condition to Music & Video Exdunge, 38 Notting Hill Gate. London W I I
(open 7 days. l(bm-8pm Tet 071-24 3
8573). Or send chem by post with SAE for

cash.

PAYMENT METHODS: All advertisements must be prepaid. We
accept POSTAL ORDERS, CHEQUES (payable to Punch Publications Limited), ACCESS or VISA. If paying by credit card, please
call 071 921 5900 (Melanie W1ffen/Advertisement Department) or
you can complete the information below: your card number, expiry
date and sign where Indicated.
NAME ................................................................................................
ADDRESS ............. ,.......................................................................... .

1:NJUt;liJM~irt
AI.PHAIE11CAL USTOF OVER

2000 TOP PEIIFOlllrffRS ON

TELEPHONE: DAY ........................... EVENING ......................... ...
ISSUE DATE REQUIRED ................ ............................................ ..

ACCESSNISA
CARD NO

~ I v~

II IIIIIII III II II I

',Exi'r rr

Michael. Many mo re, SAE/21RC's for list.
(Please state wants) 10: Ray (RM2), PO
Box ◄, Haverhill. Suffolk, CB9 9DL

I CASSETTES I CD's
I SINGLES I LP's
I PICTURE DISCS

TO flND YOUR FAVOURl1£ RECORDING ~
SIMPLY SEND THIS COUPON TODAY!

z

------~~~;:~~eu;:r~~g, -------■~
~
St. Goorges, Telford,

I tnclose 22p stamp to, postage.
Name_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

"'

Acl<lress_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ __ __ _,PoStc:ode·-· - - - 0 1nttie,te:lh1amiog«mo -l
S.rd £2.lO lo<. Recxrd PM)' Aam~s K! (UK ""~

~!_!e~ne_!!~ - - - - -- - -•

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

SIGNATURE ........................................................................... ......... .

Radio Advertisin g
PROFESSIONAL RADIO ndverts ond
jingle,. We w il, script and produce your
next audio assault. Contact: Odon Produc•
083l •390308 after 6pm.

"°"'

CARDHOLDERS' ADDRESS ......................... ................................. .
(1I not as above)

rm cannot be held responsible for clooms made in advertisements on lhe' class,!ied
pages Readefs are aclvlSed 10 cheek OetallS belo<e Pu-chase.

.52 R IV\

Record Finding
WIPE OUT your wants lists. Fast. efficient
se.rc.h and find service. <I0,000+ records in
stock. SAE: f ulmar. Pitney, Somer-.et. TA I 0
9AR.

Video
QUO, IDOL, MADONNA, Stones,
Sam Brown. B•Carllsle, Kim W ilde, G.

Situations Vacant
PROFESSIONA L SINGER, female /
mole for ,erious rock CD project. Swiaerland. Mastcrtapc recordin, sun:ed. Send
demo tape to Box No 5870 or call Steve
01041 3146 1203 or fl.ene 0104136220236.
MANAGER REQUIRED to run o ur
hir e de partme nt, experience and some
basic knowledge of r epalrs is essential.
Youngs Disco Centre. 071--485•1 I 15.
FULLTIME ENGINEER required for
Youngs Disco Centre. Experience essential.
07 1 -◄85• 1 11 5

Wanted
MYLENE FARMER mui CD single
'SANS CONTREFACO N' unopened
and unused is best. Second hand acceptable.
damaged sleeve or CO unacceptable. Pleas•
suggest a price. Box no 5868.
ROCK VOCALIST, £7500 pit ch. Photo.
Box No 5869.

071-921 5900

DISCO SCENE

TECHNIC
SL1200/SL12l0
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

£289 inc VAT
FREI STANTON CARTRIDGE
50 Beulah Road, London E179LE Telephone 081-520 3401
CHECK THIS OUT!I BEDROOM MIXING PACKAGE

DISCOTHEOUE
EQUIPMENT
SALES
AND
SERVICE

CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE DETAILS ON REQUEST

• 2SOUNO ENGINEERING DJ1600 VARI-SPEED TURNTABLES

COMPLETE DISCO SYSTEM
1 CITRONICPACKAGE
300 WATT CONSOLE

• 2EXTRA HEAVY DUTY PICKERING V1SOJ STEREO CARTRIOGES

***

• PHONIC MRT60 STEREO MIXER lnc X-FAOE, ORAPHICEO. OYERAIOE

* 2TOPOUALITYPAOSLIPMATS

• PAIR STEREO HEADPHONES inc VOLUME CONTROLS
• DYNAMIC MICROPHONE • FLEXIBLE GOOSEN EO< FOR Al30Vf
• Al l LINK LEADS SUPPLIED

Al !his for ,usl CW.,.95 ll')C VAT & Delive ry IUIC .,ainlllndJ

.£1,250 INC

DJ Studios

SPECIAL OFFERS

RECORD YOUR own radio demo tape
in the Pams Professional Radio Studio. Book
now on 081-304-8088.

S.LE. MOONROWERS £G

S.LE. MOONDANCERS £499

"UNIQUE PRODUCTIONS 011•
766-7821.
NO JIVE, PURIE BUNNY! DJ

S.LE. MOONSCANNERS £150

orientated, 16 track, midi based studio ex•
cellent out of London rates, Residential.
White Rabbit Studios. Bridgnorth. Phone
Paul 0746-76-40'!6.

STUDIO§

!t!d1:~ ~d~a:u11fo~qu8r,~
Producers,

~=r! tr~:

Addition.al servkes lndude: jingles, adverts
and mixing tuition.
07 1-497 3900

9 Denmark Street, Londcm WC2
(-S, Tottenham Court Road)

For Hire
GUILDFORD AREA. Equipment hire
unique service (0483) 810731 anytime.
DISCO EQUIPMENT Hire at the best
rates around. Complete systems from £ I 0£50, wide range of lighting and special effects
also available. Call us first for our price list.
Stage 2, Watford 30789.
COMPLIETIE I I OW disco system £ I 9,
Stereo 250W system £25. Tcchnics £IS etc.
Lowest prices/free delivery. Phone Youngs
Discocentre 071--48S-I I 15.

Musical Services

***

1 PAIR 200 WATT LOUDSPEAKER,$
I COMUS LIGHTING SCREEN
1 10 ME:TIIE ROPE LIGHT
1 4 CHANNU MULTIFUNCllON
LIGHT CONTROLLER

MIX, TRA.NSfORM. SEGUE. CHOP. SCRATCH JUST UKE THE PRO'S EVERYTHING VDU NEED TO STAU MllCJNG

:■ 1■11• 1■111111111

HUGE STOCKS OF SECONDHAND
EQUIPMENT INCLUDING DECKS
SPEAKERS AND LIGHTING
RING NOW FOR DETAILS OF
WHAT'S AVAILABLE

ORANGE OWN PRODUCTS
MANY AT PRICES FROM 1989
I

Auctions
MASSIVE DISCO EQUIPMENT AUCTION Saturday February 16th. Kempton
Park Racecourse. Starts I 0.0Oam. View
9.00am. Proceeds to St. Peters Hospital
speclal baby care unit. JMA wishes to thank
t he following companies for their generous

donations: Abstract (Syncroscat). JEM
smoke machine company (fogger). mode
electronics Ltd (HiUte 3000 lighting cross
fader), L.A.D. (digital sampler/scratcher).
Arista (records), Digital Sound Systems Ltd
(lighting Controllers), Adda Super Cases
(record cases). T-cubed consultants Ltd
(miscellaneous). In addition check these out:
Session guitar amplifiers (new). bubble
machines, graphics, SM58 mies. complete
consoles, lighting equipment. speakers,
amplffiers. record collections, decks. Many
other bombastic bargains. an event not to
be missed - all welcome - be there!!
Catalogues £2, JMA Auctions, Orion House,
49 High Street, Addlestone. Surrey. KT 15
ITU. 0932-850070.

Mixing Tuition

PAR 36 PINSPOTS
PAR 56 PARCANS
SINGLE SCANNERS
4 HEAD SCANNERS
STROBES ONLY

£14,99
£34.99
£39.99
£149.99
£99.99

200 x 200 WATT LOUDSPEAKERS
ONLY £320 PER PAIR
200 x 200 WATT POWER
AMPLIFIERS ONLY £325
300 x 300 WATT POWER
AMPLIFIERS ONLY £449

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE, BUY NOW PAY LATER SCHEME ACCESS ANO VISA
ACCEPTED. FULL MAIL ORDER SERVICE. FREE DELIVERY TO MAINLAND UK
EXPORT SERVICE AVAILABLE Al l PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE VAT PHONE NOW
WITH YOUR RE(lUIREMENTS THE ORANGE SALES TEAM AWAIT YOUR CALL

Disco Equipment
LAZER SHOW for hire, green and blue
beam w ith animation and numerous other
effects. Unbeatable price guaranteed, anywhere in Britain. Ring Sure-Fire 0831 61 1376.
TWO TECHNICS SLl110's, Turntables Vestax PMC20s mixer NJD amp. two
JBL control I 2's technics SLP1200 cld play•
er Mies. leads, virtually new. Guaranteed DJ
emigrating. £2,400, Tel: 061-962-4587.
NUMARK MIXIER DMl97S with
digit>! s:unple boxed 6 months old used at
home only. Cost new £ 1400, bargain for
only £1,000, No offers 08 1-646-239S.

YOUNG'S DISCOCENTRIE 20 Malden
Road, Kentish Town, NWS - Vi>it our
fully stocked showrooms of guaranteed
new-used equipment/lighting
part
exchange/repairs welcome - Let us beat
our competitors quotes - 071-485 I I 15.
l TIECHNICS SLl 1 10 turntables,
numark DM 19 I 2 mixer, Harr ison DSA800
digital amplifier, 2 O HM 228 top caps and
2 OHM 45,0D bass bins. all custom racked
and flight cased. Packs flt together to form
stand. Only I year o ld. All leads included.
Sounds amazing. Immaculate condition. DJ
retiring £2,800. Tel: 052◄·421164.

FREE SONGWRITING newsheet ex-

THE COMMISSION -

call for free

plains publishing. copyright. royalties. songwriting, contracts, recording, contact
addresses, getting songs heard, SAE Guild
International Songwriters, Composers 12
Trewartha Road (RM), Pentance TR20 9ST.
Telephone (0736) 762826.

course listings 021-766-7822.

PHONE JVG LTD 04014-4681S/
71743 Want best price possible! (no bull•

Fanzines

BASIC MIXING TIECHNIQUES, Free

shit!) Need price information sent In post~

Factsheet 06 1-652 07 11.

PHONE JYG LTD 04024-46815/
71743.
IF YOU WANT IT, WE'VE GOT ITI
SEIE JMA AUCTIONS.

PIET SHOP BOYS Magazine. Issue two
out soon w ith latest news on tour and next

DOUBLIE TROUBLIE are now giving

Miscellaneous

personal mixing tuition at Noisegate Studios incO('porating their famous studio techniques. All standards welcome. Further details 071. 497. 3900.

DANCE MUSIC specialist wanted to
trade a.t record birs in London, South,

Mobile Discos

South-West England, 081--442-016 1.

SOUNDhnSION

MASSIVE ROADSHOW, 35,000 watt
light/sound professional jocks 024S-325789.
DAVIE JANSEN - 081-690 7636

fli;j01"5 8 S IO IU,~ ,m,lt.'0 .. ltO LI GM TIHQ SYl tElolS

*TECHNICS *TECHNICS *

Jingles

*TECHNICS *

PAMS JINGLES FOR custom and noncustom jingles and collector tapes, call 081304-8088 for price list,
SAMPLIES, JINGLIES, DROP-IN'S. to
broadcast standard. SAE & cheque or p/o
for £2. 30 for 1991 demo. Unique Produc•
tions, I 188 Coventry Road, Birmingham,
825 8DA. Info 021-766-7822.
JINGLES COLLECTION ($) 90+ title,
on quality chrome cassette £8.50 from
Manchester Mix. PO Box 112. Macclesfield,
SK I I 8TN. 0625-427227. Preview tape
£3.50.

SL12001121 Os in stock now.
Yes, wedoActuallyHavetheminSlock!
£289,50 inc Vat
Remember OUR PRICE Includes a tr..,
SlantonSOOALcart.
A wide range of mixers available including
Numark, Gemini. Veslax, Citronic, Phonic.

Fully Flighted . Cases ror tne above at
incredible prices.
Don't Delay ring us today/

TEL: 071 -281 -8121
4 Hercules St, London N7 6AS.

I

two singles. Order now £ 1.50 plus SAE to
Monica Muns, I 3B Grand Parade, Green
Lane,, London N4 ILA
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Too Late·, already a top 10 club
hit.

n

w

e
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A sluggish chart this week, largely
on account of the arctic conditions
which caused singles sales to dip
by 23 per cent. But even the fact
that Scotland was, for once, less
badly affected than England wasn't
enough to save Scots act The
KLF, who surrendered leadership
ot the singles survey to the
Slmpsons' 'Do The Bartman·.
Considered by many (myself
Included) to be one of her best
singles, Kylie Mlnogue·s 'What
Do I Have To Do?· inches up to
number six, and New Kills On
The Block's 'Games' is similarly
slow-moving, advancing from
number 17 to number 14. Each of
Kylie's singles to date has reached
at least number four, while NKOTB
have yet to fall short of the top 10.

• Oleta Adams' 'Get Here'
surges to number seven from
number 15 during its seventh
week in the listings and still stands
an outside chance of reaching the
summit. In case you're wondering
why her excellent album 'Circle Of
One· hasn·t returned to the chart
yet, it is currently deleted (as it
was once before) and is not due to
be relaunched until next Monday.
Doubtless it will immediately
improve on its original rather poor
showing, having previously peaked
at number 49 last May.
• A bad week for Jesus Jones'
album 'Doubt', which takes a
massive dive from number one to
number nine. I haven't been able

s

JONES

to establish beyond doubt (no pun
intended) that this represents the
bigg est fall ever from the chart
summit (excluding the celebrated
occasions when the 'That'll Be
The Day' soundtrack and ' Now
That's What I Call Music 13' were
dismissed from the chart in 1973
and 1989 respectively due to
changes In chart regulations). Next
week, Jesus Jones should reap
the rewards of being featured on
the telecast of the BRITS Awards
show, so the album should
stabilise, and will probably climb.
• For the first time since new
rules were introduced about tiebreakers at the beginning' of the
year, there are 76 singles in the
top 75, anchor position being held
jointly by Will To Power•s 'I'm
Not In Love' and 'Must Bee The
Music· by King Bee Featuring
Michele. Under the old
regulations, King Bee would
occupy 75th place as their sales
have declined less, and Will To
Power would have vanished from
the listing completely.
• For the second time in a little
over a year a song written and
originally recorded by Carole
King for her classic 1971 album
'Tapestry' is a hit.
In November 1989, Mamka
reached number seven with her
update of 'I Feel The Earth Move'.
This week, Q-rlll Featuring
Dina Carroll, climb to number 44
with their spirited rendition of 'It's

SUBSCRIBE TO RECORD MIRROR!
O I wish to subscribe to Record Mirror for 1 year @ £50
D t wish to subscribe to Record Mirror for 6 months @ £25 ·
D Iw ish to subscribe to Record Mirror for 3 months @ £12.50

• It's too early to write-off Gloria
Estefan·s chances of registering
her third number one album with
'Into The Light'. even though it
was well beaten into second place
by Qu-n's ·innuendo· this week,
but the chances of Tonita
Tikaram getting her third top
three album in a row with
' Everybody·s Angel' are slim. The
album debuts at number 19 this
week, even though its first single,
·Only The Ones We Love',
garnered a lot of airplay.
• A renewed T V campaign brings
Barry Wh1te·s 'The Collection·
back into the chart at number 33
this week for the first time in over
two years. It originally peaked at
number five In 1988.
• Breezing ahead of Madonna's
·The Immaculate Collection' to
become the highest charting
compilation, at number three this
week, is Chris Isaak's 'Wicked
Game·. Comprising tracks culled
from three albums dating back as.
far as 1985, it also includes the
current hit 'Blue Hotel', which was
recorded in 1987.
Sling's the only Brit in the top

B R I T S

payable to Punch Publications:
I wish to pay by Access/Barclaycard. Account number:

D
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Send to: Punch S ubscription Services, 1st Floor, Stephenson
House, BruneJ Centre, Bletc.htey, Milton Keynes MK2 2EW
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winners

Lisa Stansfield walked away with the trophy for best
British Female Artist at the star-studded BRITS awards
over the weekend. Record Mirror poll winne·r, George
Michael, collected the award for Best British Album to
display on his mantelpiece. MC Hammer was voted Best
International Newcomer, lhe Cure won Best British Group
and lnxs won Best International Group. Grumpy Sineacl
O'Connor, who said she wouldn't attend to pi ck up a
trophy even if she was awarded one, won Best
International Female Performer, Depeche Mode's 'Enjoy
The Silence' was Single Of The Year, while The Beautfful
South scooped the Best Video award. Full report next
week.
·

-

TWELVE INCH

TWLW

(For overseas an& Aimrail rates pfease wiite to the sdd,e~ at the fOOf of the 1)8ge)

O I enclose my cheque/postal order for the full amount made

20, but it's the best week in ages
for UK talent in America, with
Robert Palmer, RJck Astley,
Haniet, Gary M-re and the
Pet Shop Boys all entering the
Hot 100, while only two Americans
- the Bingo Boys and Shawn
Christopher/Mike ' Hil man'
WIison - make the grade.
Yorkshirewoman Haniet is the
third British act in the chart to
have a hit in America with a record
that was a complete or
comparative failure in the UK. Her
single ·Temple Of Love' failed to
register here when released last
year, as did Cathy Dennis' 'Just
Another Dream', now on its way
down from a number nine peak
Stateside. And Soho's
'Hippychick', which originally
peaked here at number 67 last
year, was only a top 1O smash
when reissued after climbing to
number 16 in the States.
In the US album chart, VaniUa
Ice's 'To The Extreme· is number
one for a 15Ih week - equalling
the all-time record for a debut
album established by Men At
Work·s 'Business As Usual' in
1982-83. The boys from Down
Under would have spent even
longer on top, but were dethroned
by the best-selling album of alltime: Michael Jackson's ·Thriller'.
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(I WANNA G IVE YOU) DEVOTION Nomad feat MC Mikee Freedom
Rumour
J AMETERNALTheKLF
KLfCom m unication
YOU GOT THE LOVE The Sourcefeatudng Candi Staton
Truelove
INYERF ACE808Stato
ZTT
ONLY YOU P,.;,e
Epic
WIGGLEITllnARoom
SBK
TO HERE KNOWS WHEN My Bloody Valentine
c , eation
OUTSTANDING KennyThomas
Cooltcmpo
DO THE BARTMAN The Slmpsons
Gcffen
P~rlophone
IBELIEVE EMF
T H INKABOUT... DJHfeauoringStety
RCA
HIPPYCHICKSoho

SUHMERSMAGIC Marl<Summer-:.

5&11

4th& B'wa y

9

CANIKICKIT!ATrH1•CalledQue,<

10

GONNA MAKE YOU SWEAT C&C Mwic Factory)Fr~cdon, W11!Qms

Jive

GET H ERE OletaAdams

IT'S TOO LAT E Quam intcodudng Dina C.rroll

17
18
19

Il

lO

16

SENSITIVITY Ralph Tl'csvant
WHICH WA Y SHOULD IJUMP!TheMdltownBrother>
WHATDOIHAVETODO KyUcMinoguc

Font ana

Columbia
Huc.ury
MCA
A&l1'PWL
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BONEYAR0Lit1le-'ngels
DON'T QUIT Caron Wheeler
ALL THEMANTHA TINEEDW'h1tneyHounon
IFTHISISLOV EU
LOVEANOPA INCarkon
INTERNATIO NALBRIGHT YOUNGTHIN GJffl,s)on<s
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00 THE BARTMAN The S.mpsons
Gcffe:n
3 AM ETERNAL KLF leatunng The Ch~d.-on Of The
Revolution
KLFCommunication
(I WANNA GIVE YOU) DEVOTION Nomad featuring
MC M1kee Frtedom
Rumour
ONLY YOU Praise
EJ>k
WIGG~ rT2lnARoom
SBK
WHATOO IHAVETOOO !Kyl,eM<noJ""
PWL
GETHERE Olet>Ad,rns
Fontana
IBEUEVEEMF
Pa,-lophone
HIPPYCHICKSOho
S&M
G.LA.0 KJm Appleby
Parlophone
CRY FORHELPRKk-'nle)
RCA
YOUGOTTH ELOVEThcSo oro,fm..-,,,gC. nd,Smon
T ruelove
PLAYTHATF UNKYMUSIC ll>n,llakc
SBK
GAMES New KKliOn Tiu,Bkxk
Columbia
CRAZY Seal
ZTT
INYERFACE 808Sutt
ZTT
ALLRJGHTN OWh-c•
l,land
OLrTSTANDING Kenny Thomas
Cooltempo
GONNA MAKE YOU SWEAT (EVERYBODY DANCE
NOW)C&-C Music factory (fcicurlng Freedom WIiiiam,)
Columbia
SADNESS PART I Enigma
Virsin International
IILUE H OTELChr~lsu k
Reprik
CAN I KICKITI ATnbeC.lledQu en
Jive
MERCY HERCY ME- I WANTYOU RobertP>llner
EMI
GOOOTIMESJrrrny8arne<&INXS
Adanric
THE NIGHT FEVER MEGAMIX Mlxrna,to,..
IQ
I CAN'TTAKE THE POWERO~·Sho<e
Columbia
SUMMERS MAGIC Mark Summe"
◄th + B'way
EVERY BEAT OFTHEHEAR TTholuffw,yO,ildr<n
Virgjn
TOHEREKNO WSWHENHy B!oodyll&l<nt""'
Creation
SENSITIVITY lulpt,Trts,.nt
MCA
INNUENOOQoeen
P•rlophone
THINKABOU T.. , DJH featur ing Stdy
RCA
LOVEREARS ITSUGLYHEA OUvoniColour
Epic
SMALLTOWN BOY (1991 REMIX) JimmySom.,.,lew,th
6rooski8u,
London
COMINGOUT OFTHEOARK GionaEmf..,
Epic
AUBERGEChr isRea
EastWc-u
BEAUTIFULL OVEJul;,nCope
Island
WHICHWAY SHOULO IJUMP!TheM ll1ownBrOthers
A&.M
THEKINGISH AU'UNDRESS EOJtl\yMII
OarismaUS
HEALTHEPAINGeo ttoM,duol
Epk
ALLTOGETHERN OWThewm
Produce
GO FOR IT! (HEART ANO FIRE) Rocky VI
JoeyBElhs&TynettaHare
Bust It
THINl<IN'ABOUTYOURBO DYlM.d
BigLile
IT'S TOO LATE Quarttontroduo ng O,naCarnol
Mercury
SUf'IMERRAIN llel,ncbc.rtislo
v;R,rgin
(l'VEHAO)TH ETIMEOF MYLIFEB,gMe dl,r&JennlfttW amc,
lCA
FORGETMEN OTST011gue·N'Ch«k
Synolcopauinb'1".
SOMEDAY Mariah Carey
Co
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Tr.1volu/Ohvi.N ewtonjohn

THEWAYYOUOOTHETHINGSYOUDOUB◄O

Go!Di<a
Poly<io,

RCA
Arista
Columbia
]Stripe
Food
DEPlntemat. ,..al
Love
SBK
ViralnAmerlC a
Capitol
l<land
Capitol
London
ZTT
Vl,..gin
Tabu

LOVEISTHEM ESSAGELovclnclcawrlngMCNoil<O
ICE ICEBABYllanllla lce
BABY DON'TCR,Y LalahHuhawa.y
CONGOSQUA REGrntWhite
KISSUKEETH ERO.ucl,.SnKk en
MYLOVEISA FIREOonnyOsmond
BABYPLfAS EOON'TGOTh em
HOMICIOE/E XORCISTShadosOfRhylhm
WALKINGON AIRFnzierCoorus
ALLTRUEMAN Ak,,,nderO'Ne ~
REPORTTOT HEOANCEFL OOREneriise
Network
OPENUPYOU RMIND(LETMEIN )Thcl\e.lPeople
Columbia
HEAVENTisttt.a,lz
Hu.sic For N ations
CRAZY PatsyClino
MCA
COUNTING BACKWAROS ThrowlngMuses
◄AO
MAGICSTY~ TheSadm>n
Citybeat
MUSTBEETH E MUSICK,n1Bee~Michek
Tonol>an«
l'MNOTIN LOVEWilToP owe,
Epi<
FOUND LOVE Ool.ole Dee(leatumaOony)
Epk
ONLYTHEON ESWELOVET,n~aT,!uram
Ea.tWest
THE ONE ANDONLY Chesney H,wkcs
Chrysall,
REACH FOR THE TOP c1;.,cGriffin
Mer<:ury
MORNING WILLCOMEJun.,.-GOKombe
MCA
ROCION' BACKINSIOE MY HEARTJuleeC nis<
WamerBro<h en
UNREAL WORLOTheG ocf• then
Epic
KIOGETHYPl :ODesl<..
BigOnc
DON'TTRYT OTELLMEWondy& Lis,
Virgin
REDHILLSRO AO Candyfllp
Debut
WEAREINLO VEHatT)'Connltkjr
Columbia
JOINTHEFVT URETuKlluleU n,t
Wvp
PROOF Paul Simon
Warner Brothers
FEEEL THEPOWERT tknoToo
0 -Zone
YEAH YOU!TheStep
Wvp
JAMTHEOAN CEA,mo
Tek
YOVCAN'TA LWAYSGETW HATYOUWA NTRonun
Love
rT'SLOVE IGn&,X
AdM>dc
HOLOINGON BovttkyCnvon
Epic
POSITIVE WorkingWeek
Virgin
SONG FORT H E LON ELYloud
China
NEVERGETO UTTHEBOAT ThoAlool
lfrr
CUBIK/OLYM PIC8085U<c
ZTT
MOODSETXo n
Ne cworl<

Indicates ani,1/aniru.,.. , scheduled to appur on this week's 'Top Of Tho Pops'

@ C IN. Compiled by Gallup for Music Week and the BBC.
* Platinum (600,000), D Gold (◄00.000), 0 Sliver (200,000)
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INNUENOOQ uetfl
Porlophone
INTOTHELIG HTGlor,aEstefan
Epic
WICKEOGAM EChr.slsnk
Cfloprlse
THEVERYBE STOPELTON JOHNEltonJohn
THEIMMACU LATECOLLEC TIONM.don,,.
*****Sire
RUNAWAYH ORSESBelinda eartkk
* Ylrsin
MCMXCAO£noim,
□Vlr1in lnten,ational
DEOICATION -THEVERY BESTOFTHIN UZZYThinl.m y
Vtrtigo
OOUBTJewsJo ncs
Food
ALLTRUEMANAl t•,ndor O 'Ne•I
Tabu
l'M YOURBABY TONIGHTWl nncyHouston
t>Ariota
THESOULCA GESSun:
□A&M
USTENWITH OVTPREJUO ICEVOLI G.o,gcM,chHJ
<'>Epi<
~~'?i't~~~ iit~:.;~~:~l;ns
***'fj~,:.~
THE SINGLES COLLECTION 198411990

*"'"**Roc~et

~A5nsT~~rsm;~~iT'~ =..

London

ANONOWTH ELEGACY BEGINSOrcam w.........
EVERYBODY 'SANGELTanot.aTibram
LIVEATTHEB RIXTON ACADEMY FalthNoMOf'e
TOTHEEXTR EME Vanillalco
THESIMPSON SSINGTHE BLUESTheSimp,ons
PLEASEHAMMEROON'TH URT'EM MCHammer
SWEETOREA MSPauyCline
WORLOPOW ERSnap!
X INXS
SOULPROVIOER Mi<h,eiBohon
INCONCERT l..o<lanoPav..-otti/PlacidoDomin go/Joseurrtns
RHYTHMOFL OVE KybeMono..,.
ALITTLEAIN 'TENOlJGHD.avldlecRod,
VERY BEST OF THE RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS
~:t~~~~:.1/i'i'i.'.tnNo BELLY ACHES Happy Mondays
THECOLLEC TION 8myWhit•
STARRY N IGHTJullolJle, as
CHOKE TheBc...,fulSou th

Epic
-◄th&B'.,,.y

Ean West
Slash
1'tSBK
G<lftn
* C apitol
CA
□Arina

* Me,.cury

*** Coturribi.ri
* ***D«<a
OPWL
a mer Brothers
~,::~;;
* Mercury
□Columbla

* Go! Oi,cs
~~:~•~~- -i~:::.,~~ ~'e°Jm~e!~~:~~Gabr,cl
I3 MUSIC FROM TWIN PEAKS Angelo 8adalamen1VJule e ~...,
Various
□WarnerBrochen
I& THE RHYTHMOFT HESAINTSP1ulSuua,
**WarnerBroth>ers
65 VIVAU>IFOU IISEASONSNtielK<nnedy/ECO
**EMI
-ll WAKINGHOU RSOelAn.trl
□A&M
◄7
IOONOTWA NTWHATIHA VEN'TGOTS,n<!adO'Como.* * Ensign
IS JOROAN,THE COMEBACKPrel>bSprout
Q l(jtchenware
46 ONLY YESTEROAYC .rpcnien
* ** A&M
I◄
BEUEFlnno<en<e
□Cooltempo
24 OREAMLANO Bla<kBo•
O«CoM<ru<t ion
I GONNAMAK EYOUSWEATC&CM111i<Fxt0t7
Columbia
SI THEROAOTO HELLChnsRe,
*** <'> East West
62 LABOUROFLOVEII U B◄O
* * DEPlnternatlo nal
35 LOOKSHARP !Roxctte
* EMI
' 2 1916Motorhe,d
Epk
22 M ARIAH CAREY MlnahC,,ey
□Columbia
17 ROCKINGAL LOVERTHE YEAIISSawsQ uo
**Ve rtigo
3 ORCHESTRAIS.rGcoraSokl& OudleyMoore
Oeua
16 REMASTERS l ed Zeppelin
□Atlantlc
86 SUPPERY WHENWET8o njo,I
**Vertigo
21 WEAII.E INLOVEH,rry Connltkjr
□Columbia
IS THELA'S Thelas
0 Go! Ol,a
75 THEBESTOFUIMOVOLI UB◄O
*<'>Vlr1in
63 ,- IIUTSERIOUS LYPMCdhns
******** Virgin
I 3 MIXEOUPThe Cure
□Fiction
48 THE ESSENTIALPA VAROTTI Lu<:ianoPavarou l
*** Decc-a
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~g~t~o~'e's~1- 1970)1m!Hendnx

KIHAPPLEBY IOmAppkby

ENUGHTENM ENTV111Morrlson
HEARTOFST ONECher
HEAVENONE ARTH l!elind,C,rllslc
BUSIHESSAS USUALEPMD
INTHISUfEMordrcd
FROMADIST ANCE ... THEEVENTCl,IIR.cN,d
FOREIGNAFF AIRT..,Tur,THE CREAM OF ERIC CLAPTON Eric Clapton/Cream
WORLOCLIQ UE Deee-Llte
BEST OF EAGLES Eagles
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COMP ILATI ON

□Rh~~';.~.I:~
□Parlophone
□ Polydor

* Geffen
* * Vlr1ln
D• IJam
Nol$elntemat io.,.I
**EMI
* * **Capitol
* * * Polydor
□Elektra

* * Asylum
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12
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13
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11
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16
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15
16
17
18
19
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THE LOSTBOYS(O ST)Variou,
MISSINGYOU l-ANALBUM OFLOVEV.... ..,,
THINKIN G OF YOU... Vanous
DEEPHEAT9 NINTHLIFE- KISSTHEBLI SSVarlou,
DIRTYOANCING(OST)Various
SOULREFLEC TION Vorlou,
PRETTYWOM AN(OST)Vario us

SMOKEYROB INSONWRITE R&PERFORM ERV>rious
BRITS 1991 - MAGICOFBR ITISH MUSICV,rlous

VERY8ESTOF GREATESTLO VEVarlous
NOWITHAT'S WHATICALL MUSIC 18Various
ROCK'N' ROLL LOVE SONGS 1/arlou,
ROCKY V (OST) Varlou<
GREATESTLO VE4Vanous
ROCKCITYN IGHTSVarious
THE HIT PACK llarlou1
THE TREE & THE BIRO ..• Various
THAT LOVING FEELINGVOL 3 V>rious
GREATEST HITS OF l990V..-lous
MISSING YOU-AN ALBUM OF LOVE 11,noos

*** Triple Platinum (900.000 sales).** Double Pl,tim.rn (600,000
<ales). Platinum (300,000 sales). 0 Gold (I 00,000 salo1), 0 Silver (60,000
<ales). Every star represent> 300.000 ,ales.
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Heart &Soul

* EMIUSA
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OTelst.ar
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Columbia
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THESIIIIGLE
f2" and CD include 1 just to get a rep"
and 11who's gonna take the weight"
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